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FOREWORD
As shown by the two communications attached, the carrying out
of the originally proposed projects for this grant period, April 15,
1976 to April 15, 1977 was not judged to be propitious. Instead, the
work performed consisted of the following two parts:
Part A: Measurement of Insulation Integrity of IUE Camera Tube
facsimilies, by Partial Discharge Method.
The part played by the author in this study was as consultant
	
}
and collaborator and interpreter of the data. This was done
y
in conjunction with Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt,
Maryland, and with General Electric Space Systems Center, King
of Prussia, Pennsylvania.
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Part B: Diffusion of Gases through Silicone Rubbers. Consultation and
measurements on Insulation problems on the Landsat C vidicon 1
1 -, 1
tubes.
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT
Memorandum
TO	 Renate S. Bever, Principal Investigator
NASA Grant NGR 09-053-003
FROM	 John L. Westrom, Technical Officer
NASA Grant NGR 09-053-003
DATE: July 16, 1976
I	 I
SUBJECT: New Direction and Change in Technical Subject Expressed
in the Current Grant
The present grant emphasizes: "Study of Piezoelectric Transformers
for Space Use; Optical. Degradation of Lenses Due to Material Conden-
sation in Vacuum." This letter directs you to change the scope of
your effort to the following:
1. Participate with Dr. B--n Seidenberg in the lense
contamination study. It must be realized that the
effort he is projecting cannot be fulfilled in the
present time period of the grant. It can only be
started due to the large amount of instrumentation
to be fabricated and the number of test efforts to
provide a clean and representative device fixture.
2. Study of partial discharge techniques on high volt-
age assemblies and components with the main emphasis
on: (a) rejection criteria, and (b) noise levels in
various high voltage capacitors.
3. Expand the permeation of gases through polymers to
include empirical and mathematical methodology for
determining the diffusion constant and solubility of
space-grade encapsulants.
4. Provide expert consultive services on flight projects
when directed in writing by the Technical Officer.
This shall include efforts in partial discharge
testing methods for IUE. In particular, the IUE
contract with G. E., Valley Forge, using their
Biddle partial discharge test equipment. It shall
also include permeation, diffusion, and solubility
measurements on silicone for Landsat-C RV/B.
r ^
Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Replarly on the Payroll Savings Plan
cola-110
2Subject: New Direction and Change in Technical Subject Expressed
in the Current Grant
Ra
Be-cause these efforts are more timely and of greater practical interest
to the government, it is necessary to terminate all present activity on
the piezoelectric transformer studies. All of the above tasks shall be
dor-imented in the final report for the year.
OrJohn L. Westrom
cc: A. Davidson, Code 401
L. Wilson, Code 430
G. Wiseman, Code 100
t7
J. Mundy, Code 120
B. Seidenberg, Code 313
W. Forlifer, Code 710
F. Ford, Code 711
D. Harris, Code 711
E. Pasciutti, Code 711
711:JLW:llh:7-1476
F.
AND
NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION
GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER
GREENBELT, MARYLAND 20771
October 28, 1976
REPLY TO
AM OF.
Mrs, Renate Beaver
Physics Department
D. C. Teachers College
I. Washington, D. C. 20009
Dear Mrs. Beaver:
One phase of Grant No. NGR-09053003 was to investigate the effect on
optics as a function of contamination and contaminating levels. These
studies were to be carried out using a Vac/lon Titanium Sublimation
System. During this period it was necessary to design and procure
the necessary talent and monies. Both appeared to be lacking in that
the design group has not been able to come up with a workable design
that would not give rise to cross contamination of multiple specimens
in vacuum. Also, during this time we finally found small Vac/Ion
titanium sublimation systems that could accommodate one or two
specimens. However, those units were in the hands of a contractor
who needed money to make these spare parts into a workable unit. It
should be noted that money to even accomplish this has not been available
until recently.
At this point in time, the large chamber mentioned above is tied up with
Landsat-C project assistance while the spare parts to make up a small
system still are available but a clear definition as to time and money
from the contractor has not been made available.
In the light of this additional and presently unresolved problem, the
particular request for your aid was premature. This letter is intended
to indicate a need to delay until some future time the test of the effect
of contaminants on optics.
VWy truly yours,
Benjan^ n Seidenberry
Materi Is Control & Review Off ce
11.	 Materials Control & Applications Branch
Code 313
t	 ^	 +
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ABSTRACT
	 J
Several dummy tubes imitating the ITJE Camera System design were
encapsulated with Solithane 2, Conathane EN-11, Green and Black
Hysols and SMRD 432. Various flaws were purposefully placed in
some of these. Partial Discharge testing in vacuurri under Direct
Voltage conditions was carried on once a week for 12 weeks, 15 kv
d. c. being applied during normal working hours for 40 hours dura-
tion per week.
ti None of the units showed much damage during this time judging by
the P.D. energy histograms. Two of them, especially one with
severe del.uninations had enough change in the histogram neverthe-
less, to warrant further testing for 10 more weeks. The Solithane
2, Conathane EN-11 proved to be good insulating materials-, the
Green and Black Hysols were poor insulators, and SMRD 432 was
electrically noisier than unfilled materials.
In order to accelerate aging of the insulation, at least one dummy
tube should be subjected to a. c. voltage at a. c. corona inception
for various time intervals, and the progressive changes in partial
discharge behavior be tested alternately by a. c. and d. c. methods.
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PART B:
Fi ABSTRACT.
_
A more complete	 mathematical presentation is given on diffusion f
and	 permeation than previously. Measurements of diffusion constants
for various silicone rubbers are carried out by the	 Time-Lag +
method and compared to other determinations in the	 literature. -„„
Calculations of the time required for diffusion through a thick
^.' wall are demonstrated, in the 	 long time approximation and, for dimensi— ^
ons pertaining to void and wall sizes of a delamination problem in
the Landsat--C vidicon tubes. An actual delaminated 	 La.ndsat-C tube
and some facsimiles are immersed, in	 vacuum for long periods and tested
for catastrophic	 breakdown due to diffusion of Bas t by application
of high voltage.
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PART A:
MEASUREMENT OF INSULATION INTEGRITY
OF I U E CAMERA TUBE FACSIMILES
BY PARTIAL DISCHARGE METHOD
1{S
um
iTo measure five (5) encapsulated systems for adequate and reliable per-
formance in the IUE Camera System. 	 Each candidate system must
fulfill these requirements
1)	 Buffer and protect each camera tube from mechanical damaging
vibration. . . . the launch environment.
2)	 Withstand potential voltage stress of up to -14 KVDC in vacuum
(less than 10 -5 torr) for a three to five year mission life.
II.	 PRESENT CAMERA SYSTEM
_
A generalized view of the present camera system is shown in Figure 1.
.	
flo It includes a UV Converter operated at a potential (remotely program-
mable) from -4 KVDC to -6 KVDC. 	 However, this potential is with re-
spect to the SEC Vidicon tube anode which also is remotely programmed
from -2 KVDC to -S KVDC with respect to spacecraft and instrument
ground.	 Thus the total worst case voltage from the UV Converter tory.:
ground can vary fro zrt -6 KVDC to -14 KVDC.
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III.	 THE MAJOR PROBLEM
x
The present encapsulant (Solithane C-113, Formulation #6) is vacuum_
encapsulated around the camera tube held in a fixed configuration by a
mold	 the inside contour of the mold forming the irregular shape of the
encapsulantPgrFig. L	 This contour and the flexibility of the encapsulant
(45-55 shore A) provide the mechanical buffering for the tube.	 However,
the Solithane-type polyurethane has a tendency to develop cracks under
p° applied stress.	 This latent defect raises grave concern for operation
-	 M...- at high voltage potentials in vacuum or during the system transition to
vacuum (less than 10	 torr).
IV.	 SAMPLE ENCAPSULATION SYSTEMS FOR TEST
It is thus proposed that several encapsulation systems be is :ted to de-
termine the relative merit of each.	 The test shall measure each energ-
ized system's noise level to a optimum sensitivity of one picocoulomb.
It will provide an acceptance criteria for selecting a reliable encapsula-
tion system.	 Each sample will consist of an aluminum inner electrode
manufactured to the same contour as a tube; the proposed encapsulant
that is vacuum. encapsulated to the same specifications as the 1U E
:.E L
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Figure 1, View of Encapsulated Camera System
Cameras; the high voltage cable is captured ?n a similar fashion as the
camera's within the encapsulant; and a cylindrical aluminum shell shall
surround the system as a ground plane. This sample configuration is
shown in Figure 2u
V.	 FIVE SARiPL,E UNITS
Figure 2yshows a typical configuration to be used for testing. Each of
five samples shall be manufactured at GSFC. Each encapsulation sys-
tem shall be one of the following:
1?	 Solithane, formtjlation #2 with Woolsey hletalast 920 primer.
2)	 Same encausulant us 11 with in appropriately located continuous
cut (electrode-throui h to - ouic^r -surfacel.
2
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Figure 2a. Typical Sample Configuration
3) Same encapsulant as 1) with a small piece of teflon inserted on the
electrode to duplicate lack of adhesion of encapsulant-to-electrode
surface.
4) Same encapsulant as 1) with thermally induced stress cracks.
5) Conap EN-11 polyurethane with primer PR 420. This encapsulated
system will undergo the same thermal stress as sample 4).
Each sample specimen shall be prepared using the cleaning and process
control specified by MARCONI's M. S. D. S. WE requirements:
1) WE-SH-G30328, Cleaning of SEC Vidicon Tubes.
2) I[.TE-SH-G30323, Encapsulation procedure for camera tube.
3) lUE-SH-G303,30, Potting of camera tube into housing.
As well as any later detail input from SRC/MSDS concerning any of the
above methodology.
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Figure 2b. External Appearance of Sample
Vi.	 THE D.C. CORONA DETECTION EQUIPMENT
= It is requested that the Biddle Partial Discharge Detection System be
used for this testing program.	 This unit has the capability of energizing
t a high voltage insulation system and identifying latent material defects
t`=`. with a sensitivity of one picocoulomb (for small system capacitance).
The unit consists of a do corona-free (with separation filter) power supply
which can be varied from --1 KVDC to -40 KVDC, a low impedance shunt
{ filter, and a calibrated, resonant-pulse detection system. 	 Any charge
E pulse occurring above this sensitivity within the test sample is counted
an an event, and its pulse height is measured to determine charge mag-
nitude.
	
A pulse height analyzer with memory and storage display pro-
vides an accurate histog— am of the number of events and their charge
amplitude ire time, (NUCLEAR DATA ND 100).
This sensitive equipment will monitor an insulation sample stress of
several voltages in vacuum (less than 10 .5 torr), so that qualitative
measurements of encapsulant integrity are recorded over time.
5s
^i
The equipment shall be installed in a noise-free environment (prefer-
ably in a shielded screen-room).
i VII.	 ADDITIONALEQUIPhTE
 NT FOR DC CORONA TESTING IN VACUUM
.}
A separate --20 KVDC power supply shall be used for energizing each
insulation sample in vacuum between measurement intervals when the
w`1
-ff?
4
f
r.
Biddle system is used.' Therefore the Biddle system will not have to be
dedicated exclusively to this testing program, but only when measure-
ments are schedaled.	 During the remaining time, a strip chart recorder
should be ii. ;erted on the ground side of the line.
	 Its sensitivity should
be 0-100 uA full scale with an accuracy of ±3'lo. 	 The recording device
should have a chart speed of 4 inches per hour. 	 A high voltage meter j
(approx. 100 Mohn', to 1000 Mohm input impedance) is required to moni-
tor and record the voltage levels. 	 It requires a full scale reading of at
least 18 KVDC with an accuracy of t3%.	 Figure 4 shows the required
test set-up.
VM.	 AC CORONA DETECTION EQUIPMENT
The same Biddle corona detection system is used except that a separate
high voltage AC power supply is required.	 The corona inception and
extinction voltage is displayed on a 5 1 ' CRO display tube which is a part
of the Biddle Partial Discharge Detector. 	 The Lissajous pattern pro-
vides periodic display of any corona condition. 	 The amplitude of the
noise spikes are a direct measure of the charge in picocoulomb.	 This
test will not be instrumented into the vacuum chamber. 	 It would cause
additional difficulties in limiting current and power because of the AC
waveform.	 This test set up is shown in Figure 5.
Ix.	 THE VACUUM SYSTRA
The vacuum system shall consist of the following minimum requirements:
1)	 18" diameter Pyrex bell jar
2)	 Mechanical roughing pump
3)	 Diffusion pump
4)	 Miscellaneous cold trap and valves as described in the discussion
below
5)	 5 each high voltage feedthroughs rated at 20 KVDC. 	 Similar to
Veeca Type HVF, PIN 9800-741
This system is required to provide a vacuum capability of at least 10-5
Corr.	 The system must be designed to prevent backstreaming of oil
5
Ix.
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Figure 3. Test Set-up for Measuring DC Partial Discharge
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Figure 4. System flook-up when Biddle System Not Used
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Figure 5.	 Test Set-up for Measuring AC Partial Discharge
vapors into the bell jar. 	 It is expected that the test will be terminated
during weekends so that the vacuum system will be turned off.	 However,
vacuum is to be maintained in the bell jar so that the testing program
can reconvene with minimal interruption on the next workday. 	 Because
of the high voltages present and the sensitive measurements being per-
formed, it is imperative that no contaminants, especially oil vapors,
can enter the bell jar during this time. 	 Therefore one of the following
methods should be considered for preventing this backstreamin;:
1)	 keep LN 2 continuously on the cold trap between the^'diffusion pump
and the high vacuum portion of the system.
2)	 close a leak tight valve between the diffusion pump and the t.^igh
fr
i
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In performing this kind of measurement at GSFC, it has been apparent
that contamination will occur when the vacuum system is turned off for
weekends unless the above or similar precautions are taken. Of course,
once contaminated, the oil vapor will ionize and give false count measure-
ments at these potentials.
X.	 TRANSPORTATION REQUIREMENTS FOR SAMPLES
The contractor shall use reasonable and proper handling precautions
both in shipment and handling during the testing program. He shall
not be held liable for replacement of any unit. However, if it is shown
that improper handling may have compromised a sample, the test data
being invalidated, he shall be held responsible for redoing the testing
and recording the data on a fresh sample provided by GSFC. This will
be done at no additional cost to the government.
K. THE TEST PLAN
At the contractor's facility each test sample shall be measured using
their Biddle DC and AC partial discharge detection system and pulse
height analyzer. This testing is to be done at room ambient conditions
for initial characterization of all samples before any vibration or vacuum
testing.
1.0 Measure and record the DC corona susceptibility for each system
with the Biddle DC partial discharge detection unit and the pulse
height analyzer inside the Biddle test enclosure.
1. 1 Measure the test system's sensitivity with no sample installed.
Record all events and their charge magnitude for three successive
200 sec. intervals. Use the maximum expected voltage of -15
KVDC.
1.2 ` Measure each test sample, para V. 1) through 5) at the following
voltages, or until obvious high energy partial discharge is apparent
at or below any test voltage:
a) -G KVDC
b) -8 KVDC
c) --13 KVDC
d) -15 KVDC
8
.n
Record all event counts and their magnitude for three successive
,fp sic. intervals at each voltage level. If high energy discharges
occur before all voltage levels are measured, record these events
at that inception voltage. This may be at or less than the Level
specified. Do not continue measurements above this voltage level
1,--. on this sample.
1.3 Recl!eck the system sensitivity by repeating step 1. 1.
2.0 Measure each test sample at room ambient conditions within the
Biddle test enclosure and using the AC partial discharge detection
system.
F.I
2.1 Measure the test system sensitivity with on sample installed. Use
maximum expected voltage of 10.6 KVAC, (7--ms) -
2.2 Measure each test sample, para. V, 1) through 5) at the following
^w	 voltages, or until obvious high energy partial discharges are
apparent at or below any test voltage:
6
a)	 4.25 KVAC (rms)
b)	 5.66 KVAC (rms)
c)	 9.20 KVAC (rms)
d)	 10.60 KVAC (rms)
Observe and record any inception occurrences at each voltage
level on the lissajous pattern. 	 Record the maximum charge mag-
nitude of each occurrence.	 Also record the ac current if it is
measurable on the Biddle power supply meter. 	 If high energy dis-
charges occur before all voltage levels are measured, record
these events at that inception voltage. 	 This may be at or less
than the level specified.	 Do not continue measurements above
this voltage on this sample.
3.0	 The contractor shall return all samples with their accompanying
documentation to GSFC following the procedure outlined in para.
X, transportation requirements.
3. 1 At GSFC and at government expense a vibration test shall be per-
fornied can all samples to the Ievels ruquirvd by the latest WE 501
specification. The contractor must allow at least four (4) working
days after delivery of these test :samples before they will be
1
c
	T	 released by GSFC for return by him to his facilities. All packing
and containers shall be provided by GSFC.
3.2 The contractor shall return all samples with their accompanying
documentation to his facility following the procedure outlined in6A
para. X, transportation requirements.
4.0 Repeat steps 1.0 and 2. 0 within the Biddle test enclosure.
5.0 Instrument the test samples into the vacuum system as shown on
Figure 3, and discussed in para. IX.
5. 1 Repeat step 1.0 within the vacuum system at room ambient
conditions.
5.2 Evacuate the vacuum chamber to less than 10 -5 torr; allow the
samples to soak at this pressure for at least one (1) hour.
5.3 Repeat step 1.
5.4 Instrument the do test set-up shown in Fig. 4. All samples are
' energized through the high voltage interfaces with the auxiliary
-20 KVDC Supply. The voltage on the supply shall be set to -15
KVDC at the high voltage connector/vacuum interface. The cur-
rent is limited in each sample to 15 LADC. Upon request by the
contractor, GSFC is prepared to furnish the contractor:
a) -20 KVDC power supply
b) all 20 Kv high voltage resistors 	 ?^^
c) five each 20 KV high voltage feedthroughs	 !
Note: Currant should lie continuously recorded on the strip chart
recorder whenever Lhe -20 KVDC supply is energizing samples.
6.0 Upon complu +.ion of a work day, testing is to be terminated as
follows:
a) turn off all high voltages T^
b) all valving of I.N, for cold trap is to be accomplished to insure
that no backsireaming shall occur during shutdown. The high
vacuum portion of the system berth; now isolated from both
mechanical and diffusion bumps.
}	 c)	 the vacuum s}stern turncd Off.
d)	 all test equipment turned cuff.
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j 7.0 '1'o begin a work day, testing turn-on shall be accomplished in the
following sequence:
a) turn en all test equipment (except no high voltage is to be
turned on yet).
s
 fb) turn on the vacuum system bringing the pressure below 10-5
iF	 Corr,
i
c) record the pressure that the system had leafed to before pump
down.
d) After approximately 10 minute soak at 10 -5 torr, turn on high
voltage or continue proposed test.
L•	 X11. SCHEDULE
' 1.0 Kickoff Conference, upon award. A kickoff conference shall be
held at GSFC with two representatives of the contractor for the
purpose of clarifying and understanding the scope of the contract.
1. 1. At this time all test samples shall be delivered to the contractor
z
	
	
per para. X.J, 
1.2 Instrument and measure each sample at the contractor's facility
using the Biddle Partial Discharge detection system both AC and
DC as described in para. XI, step 1 and step 2.
1
1.3 Samples are to be returned to GSFC for vibration per para. Xi,
step 3.
2.0 All test samples shall be delivered to the contractor per para. X.
{ 3.1 Instrument and measure each sample at the contractor's facility
using the Biddle Partial Discharge Detection System both AC and
DC as described in para. XI, step 1 and step 2.
3.2 Instrument each sample into the vacuum sys_nc s described in
j	 XI, step 5.
-3
j	 3.3 Measure each sample with the Biddle DC System as described in
XI, step S. 1.
?	 3.4 Prepare and checkout vacuum system including instrumenting the
high voltage feedthroughs.
^	 1
^• 3
1
s
"  I	 11
.	 j
4.0 Begin vacuum testing, record starting time.
Y
^i
i
4. 1 Turn on vacuum system and initiate test program as described
in para. XI, step 7.
>:G	 a
4.2 Measure and record test samples in vacuum as described in para.
	
.I
Xi, step 1; in addition, note step 5. 2, in para. XI.	 I ', 31
4.3 Initiate para. Xi, step 5.4. Record voltages of sample and the
current reading on the strip chart recorder. Record starting
time.
4.4 Terminate each day per para. X1, step 6, recording termination
time.
4. 5 Begin testing each day per para. M, step 7, recording starting
time.
4. 6 On last day of work week again measure the samples with the
Biddle DC System as described above in para. XI, step 1.
Repeat all of steps required for week 4 above in weeks 5, 6, and 7.
Should any difficulties occur during the testing variations must be niu-
tually agreed to by the contractor and the T. 0. All such variations
must be in writing and sighed off by both parties.
8.0 This week is sit aside to formalize all documentation compiled
during the: testing. There is no requirement to type any listing
of data. Clear and 1L'gil,le hand written listings are adequate.
However, all headinr;s and discussion material shall be typed.
A total Of twelve copies talus the reproducible original is required
as a deiivi.:c-a ale end item along with the tested samples.
S. 1 A final rneetio shalt be hell at GSFC on the last day of this week
in which the doC.U.I1eIltatiUll Will be discussed, the samples and test
results delivered. Two contractor representatives should be
present,	 ne of then: being the person performing the measure-
ments Can the Biddle Equ ipment.
i
t
XII1.	 HEJECTION Chl'1'F RIA
The l)ilrl)o-;C ul' 011S teStULg is to nrriV(' it a decision based upon n ► cas-
tired last data at1-111t thC abiiitY of sever-al J)L-oposed encapsulation
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tmethods to function successfully for the WE mission duration and at
rated performance levels. The rejection criteria must be a definite,
continual increase of charge magnitude over time on any test sample.
There should be no disagreement that a continual increase of charge
build up over time must terminate with insulation breakdown.
i Since this testing has been used as a research tool in the past, but not
with five independent samples measured at the same time the resulting
data may allow for more significant interpretation.
	 But as a minimum
significant criteria, definite and continual increase in charge magnitude
i with time, will identify highly probable insulation system failure.
MV.	 NEW TASKS
The following new tasks are required to be performed by the General
! Electric Company on Contract NAS5-23412 Modification No. 32.
a° 1.	 Manufacture a test stand to house 7 each dummy IUE camera
., tubes as described on Engineering Sketch No. 1, enclosed.
	 This
stand will mount within the 18" DIA Vacuum Bell Jar for separating
' each dummy tube element.
t :
2.	 Purchase 3 each 20 KV high voltage flanges for corona-free
F operation in the vacuum system. 	 The flanges are V4-140D and
can be purchased from Material Research Corporation.
3.	 Modify four available vacuum flanges and the newly purchased
three vacuum flanges to be corona-free at 20 KVDC using
schedule 1.
The modification shall consist of removing the presently installed
cable on the vacuum side. In its place install Dielectric Science
No. 2024, 60 1{VDC silicone cable. Each unit shall be cleaned
with isopropyl alcohol, and detergent with water as required.
Each unit is then installed into the vacuum chamber's penetration
ring and tested per Schedule 1 using the Biddle DC Partial Dis-
charge System.
4. The contractor shall instrument and test eight two foot sections of
i high voltage cable provided by GSFC. The testing shall be done:
can two separate occasions with four samples for each test. The
Biddle Partial Discharge System shall be used per Schedule 2.
Cable Type A is W. L. Gore cable rated at 30 KVDC; Cable Type
13
B is W. L. Gore Cable rated at 16 KVDC. Both have teflon FEP
100 type inst+li Lion. He shall record data on all measurements
taken.
5.	 The contractor shall instrument and test two high voltage resistor
assemblies provided by GSFC. All end terminations and cabling
shall be provided by the contractor.
	 Shelf area shall be available
on the test stand (Task 1i) to support each resistor assembly and
its associated instrumentation.	 Each assembly shall be rated at
25 KV and will dissipate no more than 250 1VIW each. 	 Their func-
tion shall be to provide energizing voltage for the UV converter
and 55G vidicon tubes. They are each to be tested per Schedule 1
using the Biddle System. 	 He shall record data on all measure-
ments taken,
6. The contractor shall instrument and test three each UV converters
provided by GSFC per Schedule 3 using the Biddle System.
	
All
will be tested on the same day.	 He shall record data on all
measurements taken.
7. The contractor shall instrument and test three each sec vidicon
tubesrovided b	 `SI'	 r S chedule	 using the Biddle Sp	 ^	 y G FC pe 	 4	 4	 	 stem.y
All will he tested an the same day. 	 He shall record data on all
measurements taken.
8. The contractor shall test and instrument three bonded pairs of
UV converters/6FC vidicon tubes furnished by GSFC and tested
per Schedule 5.	 L'ach will be tested on the Biddle System using
the same resistor divider.	 He shall record data on all measure-
ments taken.
9. The contractor shall test and instrument two encapsulated camera
tube assemblies furnished by GSFC with their associated resistor
divider assembly per Schedule 5.
	
1{e shall record data on all
measurements taken.
10. The contractor shall install and instrument the hvo encapsulated
camera tube: assLmblies into the vacuum system. 	 The test stand
shall be modified to include there two units with full instruments-
Lion and at least four dummy tubes which will remain uninstru-
mented d uring the vac uum Le,'sting.	 The vac umn testi ng shall last
for six wee ks with 24 hour, 7 dad's per week operation of the cold
?` trap on the vacuum system. 	 The Biddle System shall be used to
	11.	 The contractor shall instrument and test six additional samples
using the Biddle System at STP. Testing shall occur on three
separate days with each test at two distinct DC voltages with 200
sec exposures each. He shall record data on all measurements
taken.
	
12.	 The contractor shall prepare a testing procedure discussing:
1) Cleaning Procedure
2) Instrumentation
3) Test Procedure
For measuring with the Biddle System for repeatable results. He
shall also document the data nomenclature and symbols from the
pulse height analyzer to obviate ambiguity.
	
13.	 The contractor shall provide in systematic and legible form all
data measurements taken under tasks: 4 through 11. This docu-
mentation may include all data recorded previously under the
original contract for convenience.
	
14.	 The contractor shall be required to travel to GSFC on two separate
occasions. Up to two contractors shall come on each trip.
The additional work required on this contract shall extend the length of
the contract until February 14, 1977.
For the purpose of final clarification, a supplemental meeting shall be
	 As
held at G. E. , Valley Forge, PA for the purpose of clarifying final
testing, procedures, demonstration of the Biddle System, and schedule
requirements, as well as an inspection of the intended vacuum facility/ 	
s
Biddle System. GSFC will send approximately eight people to the
mee ting.
XV. MORE NEW TASKS
-	 Friday -- Dec. 17th
T'	 1) Calibrate the Biddle System
2) Instrument the following units into the vacuum system
a) SN04
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b) SN07 (control sample)
c SN09
d) SN05
3) Measure each dummy tune at the following voltages for 200
-,	 sec. each
a) 12 kV
b) 15 kV
c) 18 kV
d) 20 kV
---	 Monday -- Dec. 20th
1)	 Pump down to 10-5 torr in morning
2)	 Calibrate Biddle System in afternoon
3)	 Repeat step 3 above for Dec. 17th in afternoon
4)	 Maintain vacuuni until closing time/turn off/restart the
next day.
--	 Tuesday -- Dec. 21st
1)	 Pump down to 10 -5 torr in morning
2)	 Calibrate Biddle System in afternoon
3)	 Repeat step 3 for Dec. 17tH in afternoon
4)	 Maintain vacuum until closing -- keep vacuum on system with
pumps off until Monday, Dec. 27th.
--	 Monday --- Dec. 27th
Repeat all tests for Monday, Dec. 20th
Leave units under vacuum through Thursday, Dec. 30th.
--	 Thursday -- Repeat all tests on Thursday, Dec. 30th. 	 Allow sys-
tem to soak over long weekend.
January 4 --- Turn on vacuum system
January 7 -- Take readings as step 3, Dec. 17th.
t
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XVI. SC'ME BASIC THEORY ON PARTIAL DISCHARGE MEASUREMENTS
Partial Discharges (P. D.) are best defined as "a type of localized dis-
charge resulting from transient gaseous ionization in an insulation sys-
tem when the voltage stress exceeds a critical value. The ionization
is localized over only a portion of the distance between th y: electrodes
of the system. "' The discharges may be in a void filled with gas or oil
inside a potting compound, they may be in inclusions, or they may be
along a surface, or about sharp points and edges into the surrounding
medium, most commonly air at atmospheric pressure. In fact, the
ozone smelled around high voltage equipment is produced by exactly this
type of partial discharge into the surrounding air. A more commonly
known name for Partial Discharge is Corona. It is called "partial" be-
cause it does not extend all the way from electrode to electrode. The
pulses are of very short duration, of the order of tens of nanoseconds to
microseconds. They are not detectable on a D.C. microammeter or
electrometer, and when this type of instrument begins to show a tiny,
wavering, average D. C. current, one can be sure that the test sample
is already in catastrophic breakdown or suffering very intense, rapidly
repeating partial discharge pulses. The detection of individual partial
discharge pulses requires sensitive instrumentation to be discussed
later.
It is impossible hers: to go into the detailed discussion as in the excel-
lent boom by F. Kreuger, 2 but some important points might be brought
out here: If the void is filled with gas, then Paschen's curve regulates
the inception voltage and extinction voltage, as a function of pressure
inside the void and the electric field at the void location and the geo-
metric descriptors of the void. (`.ti:- word "void" is used here for any
gas-filled cavity whether bubble or th°n, large area gap due to a delam-
ination.) Ionization of individua l_ atows can occur by collision with an
energetic particle carrying the required ionization energy (for instance,
13 electron volts for a hydrogen atom). But to set off a momentary
avalanche discharge requires, even at the Paschen minimum pressure,
at least several hundred volts across the void.
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A. C. versus D. C. testing
The equivalent circuit of a void in a dielectric under A. C. applied
voltage is given in Figure 6. The recurrence of internal discharges as
a function of applied A. C. voltage9 is shown in Figure S. As applied
voltage vg across the entire sample rises, so does the voltage across
the cavity, vc . When this reaches the breakdown voltage U } a flow of
free charge occurs in the cavity, causing a drop in v, , so that when
the discharge extinguishes, v. across the cavity is down to V{. All
this occurs in about 10-7 secondsz. if total applied voltage to the
specimen, v. , is still on the rise, then the v G will increase again also,
until it reaches U + again, and there will be another discharge. The
field across the cavity is determined by the superposition of the main
applied electric field causing fixed polarization charges in the dielectric
lining the cavity walls and the field of the free surface charges at the
as
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Figure 6. Left: Dielectric with Void.
Right: Equivalent Circuit for AC Partial Discharge Testing.
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Figure 7. Charge Distribution in a Cavity Just After Discharge
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Figure S. AC Partial Discharge Testing. Applied waveform v a , voltage
across the cavity v c and current in the leads i, as a function
of time t.
inside of the cavity walls, left behind just after the last discharge. Just
after the last discharge these fields counteract one another. A qualita-
tive picture of the situation is seen in Figure 7. Just after discharge,
the polarization charges and free charges adjacent to one another on the
same wall almost neutralize one another until the increasing applied
voltage or the change in polarity of the A. C. voltage makes the polar-
ization charges increase in quantity again an •1 predominate again until
their field causes another breakdown of the c ,ivity or a second pulse..
In the D.C. case, however, one has to wait until more polarization
charges in the dielectric medium lining the cavity are placed theru by
conduction through the dielectric. Since the conductivity of a good di-
elv(-triv is vvr y low, this take's it lung lime. [Itnev, tit applied t'lectrie
I W W14 a I X% Il It . It a !"I ml 1 1 o I it g111 .4 1 t 1 . 4 11,'a I - owl I a r I %. -; I In vol I t'lll.4r,-' -11 :1. ( ' .
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voltages, discharge pulses at D.C. voltages are few and far between,
and might in fact be missed altogether (i^ integration time is ' not long
enough). Also, the A. C. voltages induce charge transfer through the
dielectric test sample at a high rate. This rate is negligible for qui-
escent D. C. voltage. This rate heating and charge transfer make break-
down of flawed regions inside the dielectric more likely. Thus, the
observable onset of discharge pulses occurs at higher voltage for D. C.
than for peak A. C. applied voltage. Moreover, the pulses on D. C. are
irregularly occurring with time rather than synchronized with the
	 1
applied A. C. frequency. Observation on D. C. must therefore be trade
with a storage oscilloscope and nuclear counters. (The equivalent cir-
cuit of the test sample on D. C. testing can be pictured as having high
resistances parallel about all capacitors in Figure 6. ) Ripple voltages
superimposed on direct voltage will increase the D. C. discharge repe-
tition frequency. 2
In short, D.C. measurements are much more difficult and more time
consuming to make, especially where random interference pulses from
disturbances on the electric lines or from electromagnetic waves despite
shielding, can easily be mistaken for discharge pulses. On the other
hand, D. C. measurements are much less destructive to the sample than
A. C. , whicat already at inception sets off thousands of pulses (for 60
hertz testing), each pulse doing a Iittle damage. In general, samples
should be tested under the sanie conditions under which they will be
used.
Several questions arise and need to be dealt with as to the circuit ar-
rangements for detecting the tiny P.D. pulses; general outlines of basic
circuitry are given in ASTM D 1h6:s - T1. More specifically;
(1)
	
	 What is the detection impedance Z that translates the small cur-
rent surges in the test specimen leads into measurable voltage
pulses ?
a. One can use a resistor 11 in parallel with a small capacitance
C; this RC network can be the i(:edback network of a charge-
sensitive operational amplifier, the C acting as an integrating
capacitor for the charge. The voltage pulse across this com-
bination will be unidirectional.
b. One can ube a tuned I.C1; input network, which is the method
used by the Janus C. Biddle Co. 1 3 . D. Detection System used
in this experiment. The corona impulse sets off shock
20
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oscillations, the first negative half of which is integrated
and amplified.
(2) What type of preamplifier is used and what are its input character-
istics and its own noise levels, so as to permit the tiny fast voltage
pulses to pass through without attenuation or obliteration?
(3) What is the circuit sensitivity of different arrangements of the
circuit components ? Circuit sensitivity is defined as the fraction
of the terminal corona-pulse voltage that appears across the detec-
tion impedance Z for measurement.
This has to be answered by a proper calibration method preceding
the testing with each new test sample inserted.
(4) How does the above-mentioned "terminal corona-pulse voltage" or
better, how does the apparent terminal charge-content of the
pulse indicate what is rally going on in an internal cavity? In
other words, how do the relative sizes of cavity and dielectric
thickness influence what magnitude of charge appears at the test
sample terminals, corresponding to what goes on in the void?
( cam Le. S4ZR-5e-ti V 6	 3)
One can try to answer this by either A) an equivalent circuit, or
B) the actual physical picture. Some of both approaches are pre-
sented here.
A) The equivalent circuit of a corona--causing cavity in a slab of
dielectric under A. C. conditions is repeated in Fig. 9 and
under D. C. conditions is shown in Figure 10.
Here C., C b
 and C, represent the capacitances of the dielec-
tric free from cavities, the dielectric in series with the cavity,
and the cavity itself respectively. Similar subscript letters
are used with the parallel resistances R., R. and R C . The
physical reason for the greater complexity under D.C. condi-
tions is the following:
In the A. C. case, on the first quarter cycle there are as many
pulses as whole number multiples of the corona inception
voltage to the peak voltage. Then as the voltage drops and
increases in the other direction the discharges inside the
bubble occur in the opposite direction, so that the free surface
charge inside the bubble is discharged over and over amain in
1	 21
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alternate directions. The pulses appear well-synchronized
on the Lissajous figure of the A. C. frequency on the oscillo-
scope screen and are therefore easily observed. In the D.C.
case, as one first manually raises the voltage to the desired
level, one probably misses observing; the pulses that occurred
during; the voltage increase, and once that the desired steady,
undirectional voltage level is reached, then conduction
through the dielectric is needed to recharge one and the same
side of they internal surface of the void that has just been
discharged.
Hence the R's enter into the equivalent circuit, and hence the
energy content, the charge content, the repetiti ,. n rate of
pulses on D. C. all involve the equivalent resistances as well
as the equivalent capacitances. Moreover there is the added
complication that at the true discharge inception vultage,
which is the lowest voltage at which discharges can occur in
tile void according to Pa Sellell'S curet, the time between suc-
cessive discharges is extreniei y lorig, and so the discharge
inceltion vult:cg;e is exl>crirtietrtaliv not observable. As the
applied %'oltage is increased to whore one observes a few
countable pulses per minute, the applied voltage V is already
several tin-Aes the inception voltage V, . (The capitalized
22
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voltages V and V i refer here to the externally applied voltages
that correspond to the voltages v and v i across the actual
internal cavity?.
c	 An analysis that is based on the above ideas 4 predicts the
following relationships:
7
At the discharge inception voltage, the apparent discharge
magnitude is given by
1	 ,3
	
C	 Cb Cc	
Cb	 RC	
(1)1	 a 	 +R,• V.C +C	 C +C Rb	 C	 a	 b	 b	 ^
Hence the energy W dissipated by the discharge is
RC	 Cb } CC
W =IV ViR fR	 C	 X12 V. 7b	 c	 b (2)
and is slightly larger than I. Since one really works at
V = nV, , the energy dissipated per pulse can be written
3
W = 1i'2 n 7	 (311
but is still the same as at discharge inception voltage. The
number of discharges occurring per unit time or the dis-
charge repetition rate, f, is
f =
	
	
Vim W- i f 11 I
2c e 11ln(1 - IN 2
where P is the conductivity, r the permittivity of insulating;
material and a the permittivity of fret space.
U
y
A 1
(4)
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Two or three predictions can be made from these equations.
It is seen from equation (1) that the relative magnitudes of CC
C a , and especially C b , which is the capacitance of the dielec-
tric in series with the cavity, greatly influence the amount of
apparent charge content q in a given pulse, that appears at
the output terminals of the test sample. In other words, even
if the test samples are similar in their gross features and 	 '•
even if the circuit sensitivity is the same, then one should
still expect different charge content of the output pulses de- 	 A
pending on the relative size of the flaw and the thickness of
m	 the dielectric that it is buried in.
Another feature emerges from equation (4). It is seen that
the repetition rate varies directly with the conductivity of the
insulating material. The conduction process in high polymers
is not a simple process. Conductivity decreases with time
after application of voltage. Theoretically the conductivity
in polymers is influenced by trapping of the few free charge
carriers and of the injected electrons, at shallow and at deep
traps. This is a tune-dependent process. Also space-charge
effects enter in as charge is injected into the polymer, and
interface at the electrodes add to the complications. The
entire armory of Solid State Physics must be wheeled out for
theoretical treatment of high polymer conduction, 5 similar to
semi-conductor treatment.
The prediction from equation (3), that there simply are more
and mare pulses as the voltage is raised, all of the same
charge and energy content has not been found to be true, in
general, in experiments on D.C. Partial Discharge conducted
by the author: as D. C. voltage is increased the percentage
of more encr o utic pulses often also increases. Perhaps this
means that in a given test sample there are many flaws and
tiny voids. So perhaps, as voltage is increased, discharges 	 s i
are energized in more and more sites of imperfection, rather
than all coming from one site at ever-increasing repetition
rate.
B) The Dielectric System Nlodcl 6 which is presented as an alter- 	 i
nate. appruach, refers hack to Figure G. It is a simplified
approach and u:,02, :t la:tncaku 6hapod void rather than the wore
realistic artui more difficult oblate sl , heroid shape. It is
strict),, applicable only under A. C. applied voltage conditions
e
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(6)cc = c a rd	 cb = kEAt - d)
(7)
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It is now possible to find the fi•c.• charge disti'ibutiott ill thu
eapacilur plates. '['his will not be unifoi-ni: lit 010 rct;iDrts Of
since it does not take the conductsvities into account. How-
ever, as a first clarification and for order of magnitude cal-
culations it is useful, since one does not get completely bogged
down in mathematical complications.
In a pancake void with axis parallel to the electric field, the
electric field within the void is k tunes the field within the
dielectric, where k is the dielectric constant (E = k ). The
fringing fields and a possible field discontinuity are ignored
here, and in the regions X, Y, Z in the Figureg) the following
is the case:
In the regions X and Z the capacitance per unit area is
where t is the thickness.
In region Y, the capacitance of the void C. and of the remain-
ing material Cb
where d is the thickness of the void. The capacitance of the
entire portion Y
The electric fields in portion Y, for the capacitor }dates
maintained at voltage V, are, for the field within and without
the void
E,n = k 1: ou i 	 E^ut ^ V/( t + d(k - I ))	 (b)
The fields in part X and Z are VA.
9no void, the charge per unit area is
Q = Me.o ft) • V	 (g)
{In the section with the void the distribution is
T ^	 ,
Q=(kc o !(t(l +n(k- I))]) • V	 (1Q3 }
where n = d/t.
f
When the void discharges to an effective zero field in the
- void, then the change in the free charge observed in the capa-
citor plates is, per unit area i
ke VE1 I
-
/	 11( 1 	 `)	
.
11
3
I	 n{r	 t	 ic -	 I)	 ^.
m
The corresponding charge transfer "Within the void is then per
unit area
1
V//	 fT2kE
It is useful now to Ina[ce a calculation as to what order of
{ magnitude of charge change to expect for tire, partic,zlar geo- :-
inetries and sizes of potting thicla ess and 'nubble sizes in the x
ITJE ViClicon tLIIJG' dZlTX1IT1}' test samp les.
The sort of dimensions one deals with is seer:. in Figure. 2,
the most convoluted portion the depth of potting is (3.312"-
2.02 i ") %2.
	
This is about O. 65" or 1. 6 cm. 	 Assuilie a dis--
charge inception voltage, at atmosplinric pressure, across a
s " void ,1 mm in diameter and I anal deep, of 16, COQ volts, V,
j apI.iEd'field.	 `Tills is not unreasonable, Os seen from the
several Paschen curves' enclosed Mere. 	 If one nuvl
tunes in equation (1I),' one obtains if one rises is = 4
4 x 8.3 x	 I *0- 12 x	 16,0(,()
L	 +^X I^.lx 3
f;
2(,...
I!
tThis amounts to a change in free charge of about 4 picocou-
tombs. The result depends very sensitively on the relative
void to dielectric size, of course.
f	 The point of this calculation is that one must not, in this ex-
'	 periment, ignore the changes in charge and in pulse counts
at the lower end of the Biddle equipment sensitivity. One
must, it appears, pay close attention as to what happens in
the 1 to 10 picocoulomb range, not only look for the 60 and
120 picocoulomb pulses.
As stated by another investigator 7 . "the sensitivity of p.d.
measurements is high for samples of small thickness corre-
sponding to a given cavity diameter. For example, for a 50
pm diameter cavity in a 200 µm thick sample, the discharge
magnitude is 0.5 pe.'f
Figures 11a, 11b, 12 and 13 are enclosed for ease of analysis
and as a calculation resource. 2,617 Figures 12 and 13 have
had the voltages increased by 207o to compensate for the dif-
ference between iron electrodes used by Paschen and the case
of interest here where the void walls are insulating materials.''
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Figure Ila. Paschen t s Original Curves. Breakdown Voltage in Air as a Function of Pressure.
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SAMPLE CALCULATION:
40	 FOR d, 01 mm. K - 5
THEN E = 8.5 kvlmm
30	 PASGHEN
	
' IF t = 2 cm, THEN ONE
MINiMU
	
NEEDSTO APPLY 170kv
20	 BETWEEN THE ELECTRODES.
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Figure 12, Corona Inception Stress Within the Dielectric, in kV/ram D. C., Versus Void Size,
for Different Dielectric Constants (k) for Spherical Voids.
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Figure 13. Corona Inception Stress Within the Dielectric, in kV/mm D.C. , Versus Void Height of a
Cylindrical Void; Height Parallel to the E Field; for Different Dielectric Constants (k).
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TABLE Z	 Maximum Field Strength E with a potential Difference U Between the Electrodes,
for Different Electrode Configurations
Configuration	 Formula for E Example
Two parallel U` U = 100 kV, a = 2 em,
plane plates ^d	 a E = 50 kV/cm.
Two concentric  U	 r -l-a U = 150 kV, r = 3 cm, a = 2 cm,
spheres a	 r E =125 kV/cm.
Sphere and 2r	 a	 U	 r -I- a U = 200 kV, r = 5 cm, a = 8 cm,
plane plate
0.9 - • —
a	 r E = 58.5 kV/ cm.
Two spheres at a
distance a froln
U r+aft
+ _a	 2r	 0.9 .
U = 200 kV, r = 5 ctn, a= 12 cm,
a	 r E = 33 kV/cm.	
-
each other
UTwo coaxial : U= 100 kj', r = 5 cm, a = 7 cm,
cylinders
2r _
	 I	 2.3 r Ig r	
a E = 22.9 kV/ctn.
r
Cylinder parallel 0,9 -- U.— - U = 200 kV, r = 5 ctn, a = 10 cat,
to plane {slate ^r	 a	 2.3 r 3g r . -a E = 32.8 kV/crii.
r
U/2
10.9Two parallel ---	 ----- U = 150 kV, r = G cn7, a = 20 cm,
cylinders r ^ aj2r -	 2r	 2.3 r Ig --- E= 11.5 k\'`cri7. 
r
Two perpendic. 0.9 --- L. ---- U = 200 kV, r = 10 Cin, a = 10 cm,
ular cylinders zr	 a. ^r. .	 2.3 r 
Ig F+a;,2" E= 22.2 kY,cm.
r
Hemispltcre on 3U U = 100 kV, a = 10 cm,
one of two paral- 1	 ^	 -^ ; {a ^ r) E = 30 k1'fcm.
lel III-tile platL'S . zt
Semicylinder on I	 lt U = 200 kY, r. = 12 cin,
one of two paral- 2r^	 n ; {" Y rI E = 33.3 6Yt`cln.
irI plan+^ plates a.
..W^
Two dielectrics ^	 •	 ^
{,	 f;'
^"
U[7 •Uw2001,V,t7-2, F.'=.^,a,-=Gcm.a: =5cw,
between plane a	 ^s . ---a t e. -1-axer f'== 11.81.4,'.u7.
llltttc, ((I t 	 a	 a,
I
From Handbook of Materials and Techniques for Vacuum Devices
by Walter Ha Kohl, Reinhold Pabl * Ca t 1967 r p 583
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XVII	 RESULTS^^_
A.	 LIFE TESTS IN HIGH VACUUM. UNDER DIRECT ^.
VOLTAGE CONDITIONS
Since the Life tests in vacuum are of the greatest interest, and i
since the surface effects are suppressed the most in high vacuum,
these Life tests are analyzed first.
	 In other words, the surface 1
corona does not becloud the effects from bulk
-flaws, which is what
the experiment was meant to discover.
	 Thus the Life test lends
itself to analysis more kindly.
	 Although the sequence of events is
t	 ,A presented earlier, a copy of the time-table during the first few }
weeks of the Life test is inserted here for easy reference.
For any given sample, the histograms of number of pulses N
versus charge-content Q in pieacoulombs are plotted in the follow-
ing succession:
1.	 In the Biddle enclosure at atmospheric pressure, with smooth
central shaft and coruna ball making contact to the negative
`..	 ^> high voltage electrode.
	 This data is plotted at 3, 6, 9, 12, 777
seal ^15 kilovolts.
.. 
. F ^
a 2.	 Configured in the vacuum chamber, but still at atmospheric
pressure, shaft and ball contacting the negative HV electrode.
This is plotted at 15 kv only, for most units. (VAC. - rs,vraflao)
3.	 In vacuum, at less than 10 -$
 torr during the daytime working
hours, for 12 weeks, at 6, 9, 12, 15 and later at also 18 and
20 kv D.C.	 It is to be remembered that between once--weekly
P.D. tests, 15 kv DC was applied to all samples (except n5)
for 8 hours/day for 5 days/week. 3
4.	 Back to atmospheric pressure with room air at the end of 12
weeks.
f
w
5. For some of the units there was subsequent reevacuation,
back to atmospheric pressure with dry nitrogen, then a test
under transformer oil in the Biddle: enclosure.
The set of histograms for any one sample is presented. Then that
sample is discussed. At the very end general conclusions are
stimmarized.
For easier referencing descriptions and sketches of each experi-
mental diunmy tube are also included.
F^
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L1 FE TEST
DATE TIME PRESSURE NOTES
9117/76 1650 6	 X 10"6 TORR TURNED OFF FOR
WEEKEND
9/20176 0800 3 TORR START UP VAC. SYS.
9/20176 1125 3	 X 10-5 TORR 15kv SUPPLY ON
1645 1.5 X 14'6 TORR 15kv SUPPLY OFF
VAC. SYS. OFF
9/21176 0745 1 TORR STARTUP VAC. SYS.
0825 3	 X 10'5 TORR 15kv SUPPLY ON
1640. 4	 X 10"6 TORR 15kv SUPPLY OFF
VAC. SYS. OFF
9122/76 0745 8	 X 10-1 TORR STARTUP VAC. SYS.
0835 1	 X 10'5 TORR 15kv SUPPLY ON
1640 4	 X 10'6 TORR 15kv SUPPLY OFF
VAC. SYS. OFF
9123176 0740 7	 X 10-1 TORR STARTUP VAC. SYS.
0820 2	 X 10'5 TORR 15kv SUPPLY ON
1640 3	 X 10'6 TORR 15kv SUPPLY OFF
VAC. SYS. OFF
9/24176 0735 6	 X 1.0'1 TORR STARTUP VAC. SYS.
0825 2.5 X 10 .5 TORR 15kv SUPPLY ON
4545 4	 X 10 -6 TORR 15kv SUPPLY OFF
BIDDLE TESTS STARTED
1520 4	 X 10'6 TORR 15kv SUPPLY ON
1635 3	 X 10'6 TORR 15kv SUPPLY OFF
1640 3	 X i0'6 TORR VAC. SYS. OFF
9/27/76 0745 1.5 X 10 0 TORR STARTUP VAC. SYS.
0820 3	 X 10'5
 TORR 15kv SUPPLY ON
1640 3	 X 10-6 TORR 15kv SUPPLY OFF
VAC. SYS. OFF
9/28/76 0745 6	 X 10'1 TORR STARTUP VAC. SYS.
0820 2	 X 10'5 TORR 151cv SUPPLY ON
1840 4	 X 10'6 TORR 151cv SUPPLY OFF
VAC. SYS. OFF
9129178 0740 5	 X 10 '1 TORR STARTUP VAC. SYS.
0820 3	 X 10'5 TORR 151cv SUPPLY ON
1640 2	 X 10"6 TORR 15kv SUPPLY OFF
VAC. SYS. OFF
9/30/76 0950 2	 X 10'1 TORR STARTUP VAC. SYS.
1045 2	 X 10"5 TORR 151:v SUPPLY ON
1930 2	 X 10.11 TORR 151cv SUPPLY OFF
101 1/75 0755 4	 X 10"1 TORR STARTUP VAC. SYS.
0830 2	 X 10-5 TORR 15kv SUPPLY ON
0540 5	 X 10"6 TORR 15kv SUPPLY OFF
BIDDLE TESTS STARTED
1635 4	 X 10.6
 TORR VAC. SYS. OFF
a
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LIFE TEST
DATE TIME PRESSURE NOTES
101 4/76 0745 9	 X 10-1 TORR STARTUP VAC. SYS.
0820 2	 X 10"5 TORR 15kv SUPPLY ON
0905` -- POWER FAILURE*
0925 7	 X 10-2 TORR POWER SACK ON
0930 10-5 TORR 15kv SUPPLY ON
1640 3	 X 10-6 TORR 15kv SUPPLY OFF
VAC. SYS. OFF
101 5176 0740 4	 X 10-1 TORR STARTUP VAC. SYS.
0820 2	 X 10-5 TOR R 15kv SUPPLY ON
1640 3	 X 10-6 TORR 15kv SUPPLY OFF
VAC. SYS. OF F
10/ 6176 0740 4	 X 10-1 TORR STARTUP VAC. SYS.
0815 2	 X 10-5 TORR 15kv SUPPLY ON
1700 3	 X 10-6 TORR 15kv SUPPLY OFF
VAC. SYS. OFF
101 7176 0745 3	 X 10-1 TORR START VAC.SYS.
0815 2	 X 10.5 TORR 15kv SUPPLY ON
1650 3	 X 10'6 TORR 15kv SUPPLY OFF
VAC. SYS, OFF
101 8/76 0745 3	 X 10'6 TORR S TART VAC. SYS.
0815 2	 X 10.5 TORR 15kv SUPPLY ON
s
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SN01	 IVE DUMMY TUBE	 MFGR. DATE: JUNE 23, 1976
PRIMED ALL SURFACES WITH WOOSLEY METALAST PRIMER
USED SOLITHANE FORMULATION #2
VACUUM FOR l HR.
CURE: ROOM TEMP. 4 HOURS THEN +WC FOR 16 HRS.
r 2 POURS: 1ST POUR 213 FULL; 2ND FINISHED TO TOP.
— NO PINCH OFF CAPS ADDED TO DUMMY TUBE BEFORE ENCAPSULATION r
-- NO CONDUCTIVE CONFORMAL COATING OR BRASS TAB ON MOLDED SURFACE
OUSED 15 CU. CM. OF SOLITHANE #6 TO BOND CENTER OF MOLDED ASSY. TO
Ott ALUMINUM CYLINDER. 	 MFGR. DATE: JULY 2, 1976
OX-RAYED AT BLDG 6 ON JULY 12: NO CONCLUSIVE RESULTS
CAPACITANCE OF UNIT WITH BALL & ROD ELECTRODE & INNER CYLINDER
COVERED WITH SOLITHANE; 8!5176 — 63pf 
STATUS,
4
c
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SNO2	 IUE RUMMY TUBE	 MFGR DATE: JUNE 24, 1976
— PRIMED ALL ` SURFACES WITH WOOSLEY METALAST PRIMER
USED SOLITHANE FORMULATION 4;,2
— VACUUM FOR 1 HOUR
— CURE: R.T. 4 HRS, THEN +50°C FOR i6 HRS
— 2 POURS: 1ST POUR 213 FULL. SECOND FINISH TO TOP
— NO PINCH OFF CAPS ON DUMMY TUBE
TEMPERATURE CYCLING: 1ST CYCLE -10°C TO +50°C
2ND CYCLE -20°C TO •+•6ft
3RD CYCLE -5 °C TO +8eC
4TH CYCLE -50 :- TO +$0°C
DEFECTS NOTED-
AFTER 3RD CYCLE: 	 SMALL CRACKS (2) IN CONVOLUTED AREA WHICH
WAS NOT PRIMED.
AFTER 4TH CYCLE:	 3 SMALL CRACKS IN CONVOLUTED AREA WHICH WAS
NOT PR I MED + SMALL AMOUNT DELAMINATION THERE;
LARGE DELAMINATION
>t '(DID NOT PRIME 91? SECTOR OF CONVOLUTED AREA.)
i
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SNO3	 IUE DUMMY TUBE	 MFGR. DATE: JUNE 25, 1976
1 PRIMED ALL SURFACES WITH WOOSLEY METALAST PRIMER
f -- USED HYSOL XTU-0021 RESIN 50 P.B.W.
XHD-0165 HARDN>=R 50 PBW
VACUUM FOR 30 MIN. (POURED UNDER VACUUM)
ROOM TEMP. 4 HRS	 16 HRS AT 5ft
-- PINCH OFF CAPS ADDED TO DUMMY TUBE BEFORE ENCAPSULATION
O— TEMPERATURE CYCLING: NONE
anal
- CONDUCTIVE COATING OF SOLITHANE #S + 5% B.W. CARBON BLACK WITH BRASS
TAB ADDED TO DUMMY TUBE BEFORE ENCAPSULATION.
,'
a4
X-RAYED AT BLDG 6	 7/12 1NO VISIBLE DEFECTS
XEROGRAM AT WASH. HOSP. CENTER 7/13
O- USED 7.6 CU. CM. OF SOLITHANE #6 TO BOND CENTER OF MOLDED ASSEMBLY TOALUMINUM CYLINDER 	 MANUF. DATE: JULY 8, 1976
STATUS
SN04
	
IUE DUMMY TUBE	 MFGR. DATE: JUNE 29, 1976
- PRIMED ALL SURFACES WITH WOOSLEY METALAST PRIMER.
- ENCAPSULATED WITH SOLITHANE FORMULATION ;`2
- VACUUM FOR 1 HOUR
-- CURE: R.T. FOR 4 HRS: THEN +5WC FOR 16 HRS.
- 2 POURS: 1ST POUR, 2/3 FULL; SECOND POUR, FINISH TO TOP 1
- PINCH-OFF CAPS (2) ADDED TO DUMMY TUBE BEFORE ENCAPSULATION
- TEMPERATURE CYCLING: 1ST CYCLE: - leC TO +5eC F
2ND CYCLE: -20°C TO +6WC
DEFECTS NOTED:
AFTER SECOND CYCLE:	 CRACKING OCCURRED AT ONE PINCH-OFF
CAP AS SHOWN ON FIGURE ON BACK OF 1
CARD.
11
i
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SNO5	 IUE DUMMY TUBE	 MFGR. DATE: JULY 1, 1976
PRIMED ALL SURFACES WITH WOOSLEY METALAST PRIMER
-- ENCAPSULATED WITH SOLITHANE FORMULATION 2
VACUUM FOR ONE HOUR
CURE.: ROOM TEMP. 4 HRS; THEN +50 0C FOR 16 HRS
2 POURS: 1ST POUR 213 FULL; SECOND, FINISH TO TOP
- 2 PINCH OFF CAPS ADDED TO DUMMY TUBE BEFORE ENCAPSULATION
- TEMPERATURE CYCLING: ONE CYCLE: -WC TO +50°C
DEFECTS NOTED: BEFORE ANY CYCLING:
3 LARGE BUBBLES; SEVERAL SMALL. ONES
ONE ON LARGEST CONVOLUTED FLANGE
TWO ON INSIDE SURFACE OF POLYSAND RING
SEVERAL SMALL BUBBLES ON INSIDE SEAM OF SMALL CONVOLUTED
FLANGE AND NEAR LARGE BUBBLES ON POLYSAND R,NG
-.3
s
1
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SNOB	 IUR DUMMY TUBE
- ENCAPSULATED WITH SMRD 432 HEATED TO +50°C
PULLED VACUUM ON MATERIAL 2 HRS
- POURED ENTIRELY UNDER VACUUM
7
MFGR. DATE: JULY 2, 1976
-- CURED AT 110 C FOR 16 HRS, THEN TURNED OFF HEAT & ALLOWED TO COOL
3 ANOTHER 42 HAS BEFORE REMOVAL FROM MOLD.
- TWO PINCH-OFF CAPS ADDED TO DUMMY TUBE..
TEMPERATURE CYCLING: NONE
CONDUCTIVE COATING OF SOLITHANE FORM #6 + 5.% BY WT. OF CARBON BLACK
T & BRASS TAB ADDED TO MOLDED SURFACE
aUSED 7.6 CU. CM. OF VERSAM[D 140 & EPON 82
€3 50/50 PARTS BY WT. TO BOND
CENTER OF MOLDED ASSY . TO ALUMINUM TUBE.
MFGR. DATE:- JULY 9
XEROGRAM AT WASH. HASP. CENTER ON JULY 13
(NO NOTICEABLE DEFECTS)	
_.
STATUS: CANDIDATE FOR TEST	 7/23/76
^4
i
y.
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h+^ SN07	 IUE DUMMY TUBE	 MFGR. DATE; JULY 1, 1976
-- PRIMED ALL SURFACES WITH WOOSLEY METALAST PRIMER
— USED SOLITHANE FORMULATION #2
—VACUUM I HR.
-- CURE: 4 HFIS R.T.; 16 HRS +50°C
- 2 POURS: IST 2/3 FULL; 2ND FILL TO TOP
- 2 PINCH-OFF CAPS INSTALLED BEFORE ENCAPSULATION
TEMPERATURE CYCLING: NONE 	 (NO DEFECTS)
CONDUCTIVE. COATING OF SOLITHANE FORM. 46 + 5% BY WT.
CARBON BLACK AND BRASS TAB ADDED TO MOLDED SURFACE '
^4 -- USED 7.6 CU. CM. OF SOLITHANE t6 TO BOND CENTER OF MOLDED SURFACE
TO ALUMINUM CYLINDER.
MFGR. DATE: JULY 9
STATUS: CANDIDATE FOR TEST 	 7123176
SN08A	 IUE DUMMY TUBE	 MFGR. DATE: JULY 18, 1976
`E 1 PRIMED ALL SURFACES WITH WOOSLEY METALAST PRIMER
USED CONAP,EN-11	 100 PB%AJ RESIN + 55 PBW CATALYST
VACUUM 1 HR
CURED: 64 HRS AT 500C
INSTALLED TWO PINCH-OFF CAPS BEFORE ENCAPSULATION
TEMP. CYCLING (NONE)
O
CUT IN.TWO DEFECTS (SEE X-RAYS) + (OVER)
r,
CONDUCTIVE COATING OF SOLITHANE 6 + 5% BY WT...
r
CARBON: BLACK &.BRASS TAB :ADDED TO TUBE MOLDED SURFACE:.:
_ USED 7.6 CU. CM. OF SOLITHANE n6 TO BOND CENTER OF MOLDED ASSY. TO
` ALUMINUM CYLINDER
	
MFGR. BY JULY 25
CAPACITANCE: 59. pf (WITH METAL CENTER PIECE INSTALLED)
t
i
i
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SNOB	 IUE DUMMY TUBE	 MFGR. DATE: JULY 8, 1976
PRIMED ALL SURFACES WITH WOOSLEY METALAST PRIMER
— USED HYSOL (GREEN)	 TV-0590 RESIN	 XHD-0158
100 PARTS	 100 PARTS
VACUUM FOR 30 MIN.
— CURE: ROOM TEMP 4 HRS; 16 HRS AT WC
— PINCH-OFF CAPS (2) INSTALLED ON DUMMY TUBE BEFORE ENCAPSULATION
TEMP. CYCLING: NONE
s
— CONDUCTIVE COATING OF SOLITHANE FORM. #6 + 5% BY WT.
CARSON BLACK WITH BRASS TAB ADDED TO DUMMY TUBE MOLDED SURFACE
}I
— 
USED 7.6 CU. CM. OF SOLITHANE FORM, 46 TO BOND CENTER OF MOLDED ASSY.
TO ALUMINUM CYLINDER	 MFGR. DATE: JULY 9, 1976
`5 A
XEROGRAM AT WASH. HOSP. CENTER ON JULY 13, 1976 d
CAPACITANCE: 133 pf (INNER HOLE NOT POTTED)
i
s
STATUS:
SNO9	 IUE DUMMY TUBE	 MFGR. DATE: JULY 9, 1979
-- PRIMED ALL SURFACES WITH WOOSLEY METALAST PRIMER
A
— USED CONAP EN-11	 100 PBW RESIN + 55 PBW CATALYST
—VACUUM 1 HR
— CURED: 64 HRS AT 50°C
— INSTALLED 2 PINCH-OFF CAPS BEFORE ENCAPSULATION
TEMPERATURE CYCLING: NONE
— CONDUCTIVE COATING OF SOLITHANE 46 + 5% BY WT. CARBON BLACK AND
BRASS TAB ADDED TO DUMMY TL15E MOLDED SURFACE
— USED 7.6 CU. CM. OF SOLITHANE '16TO BOND CENTER OF MOLDED A55Y. TO
ALUMINUM CYLINDER. 	 MFGR. DATE: JULY 13
STATUS:
i
i
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S44f SN10	 lUE DUMMY TUBE
	 MFGR. DATE: JULY 12,. 1976.
— PRIMED ALL SURFACES WITH WOOSLEY METALAST PRIMER
— ENCAPSULATED WITH CONAP EN-12 100 PBW RESIN; 95 PBW CATALYST
— POURED UNDER VACUUM
a^
-- CURED AT +50°C FOR 24 HRS.
-- ADDED 2 PINCH-OFF CAPS TO DUMMY TUBE BEFORE ENCAPSULATION
t TEMP. CYCLING: NONE
-- CONDUCTIVE COATING OF SOLITHANE FORM #6 + 5% BY WT. CARBON BLACK
AND BRASS TAB ADDED TO MOLDED SURFACE.
USED 7.6 CU. CM. OF SOLITHANE 'FORM #6 TO BOND CENTER OF MOLDED
SURFACE TO ALUMINUM CYLINDER
MFGR. DATE: JULY 19, 1976 }
STATUS:
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N #7, ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE WITH 12/Bn6
AMBIENT AIR^VACUUM FIXTURED
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This exhibits a large number of counts before the Life test. For the Shaft and
Ball test taken in the Biddle enclosure there are 275 pulses at 15 kv, and when
the unit is vacuum fixtured about a dozen counts move to much higher energies.
After 1 week. in hi gh vacuum there remain less than 10 counts at 15 kv, low.
energy ones at that. This state of affairs continues for 4 weeks. Then P.D.
testing (but not steadily applied voltage) is taken to 20 kv. In the seventh week
I or 2 high energy counts, between 80 and 130 picocoulornbs appear, which stay
with the sample pretty consistently from then on; also there are 1 or 2 counts
at 30-60 pc. In the loth week the number of counts at low energy increases.
Bringing the sample back to atmospheric pressure, still vacuum fixtured on
12/6/76 shows much fewer counts than 14 weeks previously, but still spread
from 2 pe all the way to 135 pc. This cleaning up by vacuum has been observed
by the writer in other P. D. work. Perhaps an explanation might be that while
sitting around in ordinary air a sample adsorbs a great deal of water vapor on
the surface which comes and goes as charged entities. After thorough outgasing
in vacuum and re-exposure to air a monoiayer of water vapor is immediately
re-adsorbed of course, but the loosely bound excess of water vapor takes Lime
to redeposit, and so the number of small pulses is greatly reduced, by a factor
of 10 here. Note that the number of pulses above 30 pc is only diminished by
a factor of 4.
This unit was run again after being in air for 2 weeks. The counts at 15 kv had
already increased to about 60 and reevacuation immediately gave only a few
counts again.
Another oft-to-be-observed effect is illustrated by this sample on the 3:0/8/76
test, for instance. At 15 kv there are fewer counts than at 9 kv or 12 kv. It
must be reiterated that the repetition rate of D.C. Partial Discharge pulses in
an internal void is a function of the bulb conductivity which re-charges the dis-
charged void. The longer the high voltage has been applied, the more charge
carriers have been trapped at shallow and deep traps in a good insulating rna-
terial. Hence it is conceivable that sometimes there are fewer D. C. pulses at
higher voltages in this series of measurements than at lower. Another possi-
bility might also be space charge effects.
On a given test date the rate of rise was meticulously kept the same for all
samples, that is, begin at 3 kv,. acquire data for 200 seconds, record and
raise to ii kv in 100 seconds,acquire data there for 200 seconds, record and
raltie Lo Lhc Next level or o itv in li)u scec5nCIS Ulld an lit). ()1' unurso, ialur on in
1
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the experiment one began at 9 kv and went on to 12, 15, 18, 20 kv, so the
earlier and later rates of rise and time sequences are not really comparable.
The "dotted" blocks in the histograms from I pe to 10 pe indicate that the
Biddle system was noisy there. Hence no data could he recorded in that region.
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SAMPLE 12, SOLITHANE, FORMTJLATION 2
Pinch--off cap, 7.6 cc fill 7#6, n6 conductive coating, four temperature cycles.
"
	
	 Condition: In convoluted area there is no primer. In worst convoluted area
there are small cracks and some bad adhesion. There is a large area of bad
!	 adhesion at the polysand.
SNO2
IN VICINITY OF POLYSAND CONVOLUTED AREA
ON INSIDE SURFACE.
-CRACK & DELAMINATION
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SAMPLE Tr
This sample is also So.lithane, formulation #2, but has delaminations by visual
and X--ray inspection.
In air, before the Life test it has only 1 count at 15 kv, in the Biddle enclosure;
there are 7 counts, one high energy, when vacuum-fixtured.
	 Note that there
are more counts at lower voltages than at higher just as discussed with sample
#7.	 During the first four weeks in vacuum there appear between 8 and 20 low
	
j
energy counts at 15 kv.	 By the 6th week, after testing to 20 kv was done, there
are more low energy counts and some high energy ones too. 	 This is worst
during the eleventh week with 87 counts at 20 E,-v, 14 of these at 135 pc.
	 Then
during the 12th week things suddenly improve with only 7 counts above 10 pc, 3
of them at 130 pc.	 There is not much increase in counts between the Before
and After Life test at atmospheric pressure at 15 kv.
' The sudden improvement during the 12th week can not easily be explained.
	 The
hypothesis can be advanced that diffusion of air out of the delaminated region
first made things worse and then better as the pressure went through the
Paschen minimum.	 Rather than relying on calculations that are uncertain for
such a thick specimen of irregular geometry, the author would suggest that
	
k
sample #2 be mounted back in high vacuum, with 15 kv applied continuously
for 10 more weeks. 	 It should then be tested for Partial Discharge again, both
at high vacuum and at atmospheric pressure to see if further increase in count
rate has occurred, which would indicate insulation dainage.
t
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SAMPLE #4, SOLITHANE, FORMULATION 2
Pinch-off cap, 7.6 cc fill #6, #6 conductive: coating, three temperature cycles.
CONDITION: CRACK AT THE PINCH-OFF CAP.
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SAMPLE #4
It is Solithane, formulation 2 and has a crack at the pinch-off cap.
	 Similar to
#7, there are between 250 and 300 counts at atmospheric pressure.
	 A dozen
high energy counts are introduced by vacuum fixturing.
	 Again, by the second 
- week of high vacuum the counts have all but disappeared. 	 So one can conclude	
4
that the earlier counts were due to surface effects.	 Tests up to 20 kv produce
only one or two between 20 and 90 pc, even to the end of the 12th week.
Bringing the sample back to room pressure and testing to 15 E.-v shows only 12
counts.	 But then as the voltage is raised to 18 k-v there is sudden onset of
breakdown with 560, 000 counts and no previous warning.
	 This is thought to be
due to surface-flashover across the end of the specimen from the central shell
to the outer shell. 	 The reasoning is as follows:
.;.;
1)	 Reducing the voltage and starting over again permits one to repeat
the quiet data at 9, 12, 15 kv. 	 Bulk-breakdown would burn a
permanent channel and would not permit this.
2)	 Placing the sample back in vacuum for two more weeks and then
back to atmospheric pressure again permits repetition of the
data.quiet
3)	 Visual concentration during repetition of 2) at atmospheric pressure,
as the voltage is raised toward 18 kv permitted the experimenter to
observe the flashover glow.
	 w
4)	 A test under transformer oil is planned to further verify that this
is surface flash-over.	 In other words, it should be totally absent
under oil.
5)	 Dissection, finally, is also planned.
So, discounting the surface flash-over, there was no evidence of notable de-
teriaration during the Life test, even with the small crack at the pinch-off cap.
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SAMPLE #9, EN- 11
 CONATHANE	 4
Pinch--off cap, 7.6 cc fill #6, 1#6 conductive coating, no temperature cycling
done.
CONDITION: No statement.
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1SAMPLE #9
This is Conathane EN-11. There is no statement as to its internal condition.
It behaves very similar to sample #4 and #2. The 'Before" Life test in the
Biddle enclosure shows 38 counts, vacuum fixturing causing 10 of these to move
tb higher energies all the way to 140 pc (or higher; the amplifier saturates at
135 pc, so the last 3 counts are probably higher). After two weeks in vacuum
the counts are down to 2 or 3. They increase during the 5th week into the 401s,.
some high energy ones being pretty persistent. Strangely, the count rate
diminishes in the 12th week, again.
Back at atmospheric pressure, the count rate is much less than during the
"Before" test, at 15 kv. But again, just as with the Solithane sample #4 at
18 kv there is sudden surface flashover. It is intermittent and self-extinguishes,
and the whole series of data from 6 kv on up could be repeated several tunes.
The entire behavior at atmospheric pressure is thought to be due to the surface
geometry of the test sample rather than a materials problem of So,ithane versus
Conathane.
The increase of small pc counts while in vacuum is something to worry about,
and this sample should be placed in vacuum for another 10 weeks, and then
retested in the Biddle system both in vacuum and at atxriospheric pressure.
Finally, the sample should be dissected to further verify that surface flash-
over is the only explanation for the breakdown at 18 kv when back at atmospheric
pressure.
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POINT TO PLANE SAMPLE
K
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	 Charge level	 Charge level
K^TDC
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counts	 pc	 Counts	 pc	 Counts
3	 15	 1.4-28.6	 14	 65.2	 1
6	 137	 1.3-31.3
	 135	 30	 -- 50	 2
9	 257	 1.0-24.0	 245	 26.8- 68.3	 12
12	 404
	
1.0-25.5
	 387
	 27.7- 55.9	 17
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18	 719	 1.0-46.2	 436	 46.4-113.2	 283
18	 680	 1.0-25.0
	
360	 27.2- 98.7	 320
18	 652	 1.0-34.0	 334	 34.2-100.4
	
318
30pc	 GOpc	 75pc
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Sylgard 184. Spacing of 0.007 11
 from point to plane. Radius of point 0.01511.
Solder coat on beryllium.-copper.
This sample had a obvious region of poor adhesion on the plane.
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POINT TO PLANE SAMPLE
Sylgard 184 Silicone rubber, G`. 007" thick between point to plane. 	 Radius of
point 0.015".
For .^,ontrast with surface flash-aver, data taken on an entirely different con-
figuration is presented here. 	 The histograms as bulk breakdown is approached
show clear signs of impending trouble, T
Unfortunately, during this data sequence photographs of the Multichannel
Analyzer read--outs were not taken.
	
Instead, block data was recorded: so
_ many counts up to 30 lac of charge content, and so many counts 30 pc to 135 pc.
The actual distributions were, of course, not in square blocks, but fell off
from a maximum at 1 pc.
Note the following:
U	 t	 a	 including the	 a	 r	 there a	 on	 bout 2	 count 's above 'p o and z
	 	 	
 15 l-y d ta uns tl e
	
re ly a
	 0 	 	 30
pe charge content to hundreds of counts below 30 pc. 	 During the three succes-
sive data acquisitions at 15 kv the total number of counts decreased, the number j
of small energy counts decreased, from 873 to 559, but the number.: of higher
energy counts increased from 19 to 23.
Then at 18 kv: a) the total number of counts on the first run was less than at
15 lrx; b) the total number of counts still decreased with time; c) the small
energy counts decreased with time from 436 to 334; d) the higher energy counts
increased from 283 to 318; e) the proportion of high energy counts to low energy
counts was far greater at 18 kv than at 15 kv and kept growing as time went on.
In fact, a second pear Dept growing at the intermediate energy range of 60 to i
80 pc.
When the voltage was raised to 21 kv that second peak split into tivo distinct
)
peaks at about 60 kv and 80 kv; before the sampling time of 200 seconds was
up, the specimen broke down catastrophically and the detailed data was lost in
the onslaught of counts. i
Experiments are now in progress to repeat this data.	 In the attempt to "slaw"
down the sequence of events a new sample was overdesigned. 	 That is, the
spacing was made; 0.011" and no delamination on the metal was allowed. 	 That
sample showed hardly any counts above :30 pc all the way up to 40 kv and cer- -
tainly could not lie broken down.	 Mora Samples ilrL' being constructed.
r	 €n
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To return to this sample, what is thought to be important here is:
f
1) Impending breakdown was heralded by the ever increasing propor-
tion of mid-level counts, namely those around 3.0 pe to 80 pc. The
	 {
breakdown did not occur suddenly, but there was a change of the
energy histogram P_xtending over about a 15 minute period at 18 k-v
(each sampling plus recording-time is 300 seconds).
2) Note also, that up to the very end, at a given voltage, the total
number of counts decreased with time, and the maximum energy of
counts decreased with time, but the proportion of counts at higher
energy to lower energy increased.
3) The specimen, after breakdown could not be used again to repeat
the data run. It registered overload at even l kv applied voltage.
This is quite different than for samples #4 and n9.
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SAMPLE T#4 $, GREEN,HYSOL
i
Pinch-off cap, 7.6 cc fill #6, 	 conducting coat, no temperature cycles.
Condition: No statement.
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Figure 22a..
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SAMPLE #8
This is green Hysoi and shows a quite different behavior than heretofore en-
'
	
	 countered. Durin- the initial D.C. P.D. tests at atmospheric pressure there
was a very high count rate and up to 3. 5 microamperes of D. C. current in
addition to the P. D. pulses. This D. C. current remained fairly constant be-
'
	
	 tween 2 and 3. 5 microamperes, while the P. D. pulses increased almost expo-
nentially with voltage. At a given voltage the counts increased slightly with
time, and their maximum energy content increased slightly with time. This
'
	
	 is opposite to the phenomena found with good insulating materials. In other
words, '.hare are plenty of charge carriers in this material to respond to
D. C. applied voltage, and one is tempted to characterize it as a type of
'	 poor c. ductor rather than a poor insulator.
'
	
	 The exponential rise of P. D. counts with voltage suggests that there is a
bubble 2 or other type of void in this sample to further complicate platters.
After D. C. inception at 6 kv D. C. (1300 counts, most of them between 100 and
'
	
	
200 pc), the count sum plotted out as a straight line o.1 semilooarithmic paper,
versus applied voltage, and gave a graph of the type of relationship
I	 N = N
'	 where VA is a type of activation energy that calculated nut to be 5. 5 kv. Yet
the A. C. corona inception voltage, unbelievable as it sounds was at 8 kv rms,
even though there were already many, many counts at 6 kv D. C.
'	 The Black flysol, sample #3 behaved somewhat similarly. It also had a D.C.
leakage current, of about 1 microampere steadily, in addition to a linearly
increasing P. D. pulse count with increasing applied D.C. voltage, after 6 kv.
'	 However, there were already about 100 11 . D. pulses of energies in the 70 pe
range at 3 kv D. C. The A. C. inception voltage was at 6 kv rms.
Neither the Green or Black Hysols were taken through the Vacuum Life tests.
It is not certain where the conductivity in these materials comes from. Both
'	 are Poly-ether types of Polyurethanes, and a mercuric type of catalyst pro-
moter is used to aid the polyol to do better cross linking.
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Phich-off cap, 7.6 cc fill #6, #6 conducting coat.
Two cavities have supposedly been cut into this sample.
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SAMPLE #8A
This is Conathane EN-11 with two artificially cut-in cavities. Despite these,
the sample is the most quiet one of them all. Yet this specimen had two large
defects cut into it, one of them supposedly all the way to the central electrode.
The holes after being gouged out, were then plugged and coated over with more
resin, perhaps to 1/8" thickness. (The author, as of this writing, has not yet
viewed the X-ray taken of the finished specimen.) One can devise two mutually
exclusive explanations for the electrically quiet behavior during the Vacuum
Life test:
a) Permeation through the 1/8" wall-thickness for Conathane EN-11
is so slow that the voids were near atmospheric pressure during
the entire Life test in vacuum, and the size of the cavities being
large, Paschen's criterion for breakdown was not met, and thus
the sample was electrically quiet. In other words the test was
not nearly long enough for this configuration.
b) Permeation through the wall was very rapid, so that after one week
in vacuum, already the internal pressure in the cavities was at
very high vacuum, beyond the Paschen minimum, and so the
specimen will remain electrically quiet from then on.
The author feels that explanation a) is the more reasonable one.
C)	 An unlikely possibility is that for the particular geometry the dis-
charge magnitude or charge content appearing at the test sample
output wires was too small for the sensitivity of the Biddle
equipment.
When the geometry of the cavities is exactly determined from the X-ray, then
calculations shall be determined on a), b) and c).
In the meantime the empirical fact remains that there were hardly any dis-
charge pulses from this specimen despite supposedly large artificial defects.
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SAMPLE #6; SMRD, A MICROBALLOON--FILLED EPDXY
Pinch--off cap, 7.6 cc fill #6, #6 conductive coat.
Condition: No information.
90
Figure 24a.
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This SMRD 432 material is an epoxy filled with glass microballoons. 	 This
material takes markedly longer than the others, until the 4th week in vacuum
to become "clean. " Testing to 20 kv brings back: a half dozen counts distributed
between 20 pc to 135 pc, and this state of affairs persists pretty well to the end
of the test period, even through the 12th week. 	 Admission of room air then pro-
duces a reduction of counts, from 38 to 6 counts, at 20 kv. 	 In short, this sam-
ple behaved worse in vacuum than in air toward the end of the test, an indication
that there are some discharges within the microballoons or some outgasing from
the bulk, even after 12 weeks in vacuum. 	 From the standpoint of noise, then,
a microballoon--filled potting compound is not a panacea. 	 Whether this is due
to the gas within the microballoons or due to small voids here and there be-
tween the glass spheres needs to be investigated further. 	 The author has found
in an earlier test with mica-sand filler in Sylgard 184 that the filled insulation
&was vastly more noisy above 3 kv than the pure Sylgard.
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SAMPLE #5, SOLITHANE ,#2
	 f 1
E
Pinch-off cap, 7.6 cc fill 41 6, #6 conductive coat. One temperature cycle.
	 {
Condition: 3 bubbles greater than 2 mm near the high voltage electrode.
3
This sample was placed in the vacuum chamber, but had no high voltage applied
to it during the entire Life test.
Its count rate before and after vacuum, compared at 15 kv shows no significant
difference.
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®	 EARLIER SEQUENCE OF D.C. PARTIAL DISCHARGE--A. C. PARTIAL
DISCHARGE--VIBRATION TEST--D. C. PARTIAL DISCHARGE TEST
The detailed histograms for one sample, namely ±9 are presented here, but
nothing very instructive emerges from this.
A summary of all samples in that particular sequence of testing is presented in
table form. Some interesting features can now be recognized, and some evi-
dence corroberating conclusions from the Vacuum Life tests can be gathered.
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Figure 26b.
TEST I a: N = 2
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1SUMMARY OF THE SEQUENCE D.C. PARTIAL DISCHARGE TESTS -
A. C. PARTIAL DISCHARGE TEST ---
	 a
VIBRATION TEST --
D.C. PARTIAL DISCHARGE TEST
r	 ^i
Y.	 Some sa-,nplcs had a slight increase of the number of counts in the post-
vibraticr. D. C, -Partial Discharge test over the pre-test. One can, how--
ever, riot pin this down as to whether it was due to the A. C. partial
discharge test or due to the vibration environment, since no D.C. P.D.
test was taken between them. However, the vibration test levels were
not severe. Alternating A. C. and D. C. tests are now being planned to
investigate how much damage might be done by A. C. testing,
2.	 Small sketches were made by the experimentor as to the appearance of
the A. C. corona pulses on the 60 hertz A. C. Lissajous pattern appear-
ing on the Biddle system oscilloscope. If one compares these to some
of the sketches from the Biddle School3
 notebook, some earlier conclu-
sions are reenforced. Samples like number #7 and #4 that were plagued
by surface discharge problems at atmospheric pressure indeed had their
A. C. corona pulses right at the peaks of the A. C. sine wave as adver-
tised. Samples with internal bull;. problems like #2 indeed had their
A. C. spikes on the rise or fall of the A. C. sine wave.
2.	 Also the fact that so many of the samples started their D. C. and A. C.
corona around 6 kv Dc and 6 kv A. C. rms is felt to be due to surface
corona here. Only in vacuum would the corona inception voltages really
be significantly due to the bulk defects in those samples. One would, of
course, have to be sure that corona does not start in the long cabling
leading to the vacuum system or originate from the connections onto the
high voltage vacuum feedthroughs. In view of the fact that vacuum fix--
turing always added a few high energy counts on D.C. testing means that
one could expect difficulties here.
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XVIII. GENERAL SUMMARY
^.	 The moet obvious conclusion is that during the 12 weeks of the vacuum.
Life test none of the samples broke down, even though some had definite
defects in the insulation. 	 r
2.	 Application of vacuum as the environment at first improved all the units.
However, after a few weeks most of them gradually became more noisy
again, until just about the week before termination of the test. One
would certainly like to know whether that last week's data was real im-
provement or whether it was just an "accident. " Obviously, the author's
first vote would be for continuation of the test. It is now planned to bring
some of the units back to GSFC to place them in vacuum again for 10
more weeks, and then test again for D. C. Partial Discharge at the Gen-
eral Electric Company. This is especially important for #2 sample, the
only one with any significant increase in count rate in vacuum as time
went on.' (Sample #9, another "noisy" one will be tested at	 to de-
struction.) Even for those two units the P. D. pulses were still so few
in number that even for those and certainly for the other units like #7 	 3
the author would predict a long life of the order of many, many more
months and perhaps several years.
Prediction of future length of Life ,s, of course, risky business. One
should really do a very much accelerated test to end of Life and then
apply a reasonable multiplication factor for the un-accelerated Life--
span. The obvious way to do accelerated testing is to carry on A. C.
Partial Discharge testing and constantly applied A. C. voltage, in
vacuum. As a conservative start one could do this at the corona incep-
tion voltage. One can then reason as follows: By its very nature ap-
plied A. C. voltage at corona inception produces two pulses per cycle,
or 120 Pulses/second fora 60 hertz wave. Per 200 second sampling
period this would mean 24, 000 as compared to 5 to 10 pulses on D.C.
applied voltage over the same time span. Therefore, suppose that the
unit lasts for one hour on A. C. before it breaks down catastrophically.
Then one can say that it would have lasted 2,400 to 4,200 times as long
on D.C. applied voltage or about 110 to 220 days.
Implied in this whole line of reasoning is the idea that damage leading
to breakdown of insulation is indeed caused by bombardment by corona
pulses of the walls of internal voids, microvolds and flaws. This is
indeed the current view of electric breakdown mechanisms. Insulations
': E 0	 108
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i break dawn long before intrinsic breakdown fields of 2 volts/2 Angstromsur 104 Million volts/cm are reached. This number is an estimate as
follows; *
k
3
j
Y
3. The Conathane EN-11 seems to be a very excellent insulating material
as witnessed by the quiet behavior of sample 8A. In fact, some diffu-
sion rand field strength calculations are planned, to explain why this
sample .-vas so well behaved with its artificially cut-in flaws.
4. Each discharge pulse is accompanied by a tiny flash of light. This
would not be visible to the naked eye, but would be detected by the very
IUE carne>ra that is embedded in the potting material. From that point
of view, units like #2 with a delamination, and like 19, must be rejected.
It would be very interesting to obtain any now rejected flight-tubes, re-
jected for reasons of light emission from flaws, and run D.C. Partial
Discharge testing on it, to obtain a correlation of observable pulse count
rate with the Biddle P.D. equipment and the self-measured objectionable
intensity of light emission, due to the pulses.
5. Intermittent D. C. Partial Discharge testing amid the application of A. C.
accelerated voltage to cause breakdown would be useful. In this way one
could get a model as to what this geometry on the ITJE dummy tubes
would produce for a D. C. P. D. spectrum (energy histogram) as break-
down approaches. To rely on the histogram with the point-to-plane
sample is not too good, since its geometry is different, and hence its
charge magnitudes could be different.
i
i
i
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i
t
`The binding energy of an electron in a polymer might be 2 electron • its, and
an order of magnitude estimate of distance between an electron any+ 	 net
positive charge that binds it, is 2 Angstrom units.
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XIX. CONTINUATION OF EXPERIMENT after March 3, 1977, (after publication
of 9) :
1. In order to decide more definitely whether the breakdown at atmospheric
pressure of unit #9 at 20 KV DC applied voltage was due to internal bulk
breakdown or surface flash-over, testing under oil was instituted. First,
an oil of unknown, age and history was tried and leakage currents resulted.
Then several gallons of the Sun Oil Co.'s inhibited transformer oil D
3146-75 were donated by the James G. Biddle Co., Plymouth Meeting, Pa.
The accompanying Table and histograms attest to the fact that this is a
viable technique. The counts now are relatively few and the histograms
look very similar to those in vacuum for #9. Gone is the breakdown at 20
KV.
The technique will, of course, not distinguish between surface flash-
over problems and those due to wide-open, vented, radial cracks. Fortui-
tously, the changed optics of oil immersion permitted one to see for the
first time that several smudges of the carbon -containing
.
	
	 g	 B conductive coat-
ing #6 had inadvertantly been smeared on the bottom cross-section of the
sample #9. It is suspected that the resultant shortening of the surface
insulation path between anode and cathode thus caused the 20 KV flash over.
2. Sample #9 also had AC-DC-AC-DC... testing done on it while under oil. The
details of this will be given in the next report. Suffice it to say here,
q	 that AC corona inception voltage was around 12 to 14 KV rms f much higher
than theretofore, showing that previously measured AC corona inception
voltage was due to surface effects. During 120 minutes of applied AC
voltage at CIV and higher, a total of about 6 million pulses were suffered
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by the sample.
	 DC partial discharge testing interspersed between the
AC testing showed no significant change in the DC histogram or evidence
of significant damage.	 One would conclude therefore that this particular
1
EN-11 Conathane unit would last at least several years on 14 KV DC applied
voltage.
Mr
` 3.	 An entire I U E Camera Tube Assembly with actual tube, potted with Conathane
EN-11, was tested in the Biddle Chamber in air and found to be surprisingly
quiet.	 The data is given in TableNbelow. 	 The DC current is due to a
resistive potential divider being used, which draws current. 	 When both the
W converter and the anode of the tube are connected to the HIV terminal of
Biddle System	 divider,	 is	 DCthe	 directly, without the	 then there	 no	 current.
t
t
t
0
s,
- ....-
Table:j]r I U E EN-11 Camera Assembly	 1/26/77
(Not encased)
Linear range of system is up to 132.5 pcoul.
12:00 Noon: HV applied to resistive voltage divider.
DC current	 Applied KV DC	 Counts	 Level
microamp	 pc (how many),
4 3 0
( 1 19 8 KV to anode)
7 5 0
(3.OKV to anode)
9 7 5 1.0,1.7(2),2.0,	 5.5	 pc
(4.2 KV to anode)
12 9 5 1.0(2) ,1.3(2) , 	 3.3	 pc
(5.4 KV to anode)
16 12 13 1.0(6) „ 1.1,1.4,1.5,4.4,7.2,8.3,	 33.0	 pc
(7.2KV to anode)
19 14 51 1.0(23),1.1(5),1.3(3),	 1.4(3),1.5(2),
1,8,2.1,3.2,3.5,4.7,5.5,	 10.3,	 14.7,
(8.4KV to anode) 15.3,15.6,19.8,27.0,38.7,40.1,134.2	 pc
2:30 pm. HV Connection to both HV leads, directly:
Applied KV DC Counts Level
4.2 0
5.4 1 1.0
7.2 4 1.0(2),1.3,1.4	 pc
8.4 17 1.0(7),	 1.1(3),	 1.3,1.4,1.5(3),
1.7,2.9,6.4	 pc
lk3
a.ZI
;.z
4. The samples #2, #7, #8A, #5 were placed in high vacuum at GSFC at wetter
than 10-7
 torr, and 15 KV DC was continuously applied to all samples,
from March 17 to May 9, 1977, or for 53 more days or 7^ weeks longer.
1
Sample #4 was left sitting at atmospheric pressure in a dessicator as
a control. Vacuum was broken on May 9, the samples transfered to a vacuum
dessicator, and taken to General Electric Co., King Prussia, Pa. for
further PD testing with the Biddle system.
The results follow in Figures 2 I to 33	 A copy of each figure is
also inserted behind the previous histograms for that particular sample
for ease of comparison. Each figure shows 3 or 4 sets of histograms.
First, if some other experimentation was carried out on a particular
sample between December 1976 and March 1977, then the last set of histograms
in air before March is given. There follows the set for the samples vacuum-
fixtured at atmospheric pressure in dry NX at GE on 6/1/77.; then the set
in vacuum at 2x10 6 torr the next day on 6/2/77.
Finally, there is the set taken one week later in the Biddle Chamber
in air on 6/9/77.
a) Pre-vacuum histograms, vacuum fixtured, 6/1/77: 	 j
i
Control #4: Fairly normal	 It is to he remembered that this sample
has always shown breakdown problems at atmospheric pressure
at 18 KV and 20 KV and DC leakage currents at these voltages.
1
#2: As expected. Very few counts.
#7: As expected at 12 KV and 15 KV, but then suddenly flash-
over at 18 KV with the DC microammeter pegging. This trouble
r
is new. One must note, however, that sample #7 was
subjected on 3/2/77 to AC partial discharge tasting in air
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itsat 6 KV rats for 9 .60 seconds.	 Following this;.	 DC
histogram in air at 12 KV DC on 3/2/77 had more counts
and a greater percentage of higher energy ones than be-
f
fore.	 Possibly some damage or surface tracking may have
taken place.
#8A: As expected, very quiet
#5:	 This looks mach worse at 18 KV and 20KV than heretofore.
It is to be remembered that #5 in the previous 12 weeks
of Vacuum Life test was in the vacuum system, but had no
high voltage applied to it continuously.	 The 7^-2, weeks in
15	 first highvacuum, with	 KV continuously applied was the
voltage stress for this sample for any length of time. 	 So
perhaps there too some damage has taken place.
- b)	 Vacuum Histograms, 6/2177.}	 g	 ^ e^a
All. samples look good. 	 In other words, the histograms
look similar to the ones at the end of the previous 12 weeksj,
of Life test, each with its own individuality, however,
without exhibiting futher deterioration, not even the -
ys delaminated sample $2. 	 This is reassuring for flight
considerations.
c)	 Histograms in air in Biddle Chamber, one week later, 6/9./77.
Control #4:	 This still has its breakdown problem at 20 KV.	 Photographs
of the 20 KV histogram in December 1976 and June 1977 are re
produced to demonstrate the remarkable reproducibility of
' behavior.
k
i^.2
T,
y
S.
#2 Very disturbing.	 Suddenly and for no obvious reason, the
histograms have a large number of counts over the entire.ebarge
A
range.	 This new appearance of counts between 30 pc to 140 pe can
not be explained except to hypothesize that some surface
contamination has deposited on the sample.'
#7 t	 Also disturbing.	 Whereas before at 12 KV there were no pulses
above 31 pc, now there are twenty-one pulses between 30 and 80 pc,
and this gets worse as higher voltages are applied. 	 There was no
flash--over at 18 KV this time, but there were many counts.
#8A :'	 Quiet as always .so the Biddle . system and the.connecting.fixt.ur:es
are behaving normally,
#'5 Also disturbing.
	
At 1.2 I.'V and 15 KV prevacuum,.there were only
one or two pulses above 30 p c, now there are dozens.
F ' In conclusion, one can state that the 7;j weeks longer of Vacuum
- Life . test show no further degradation of insulation integrity
in vacuum.	 However, subsequent testing in air at ambient pressure
indicates some:source of increased discharge activity, possibly
surface contamination.	 A thorough cleaning with alcohol and
freon,.of the samples is.planned, and then more Vacuum Life
_ test with 15.KV DC applied.
Its
s}
PART .
	B: 	
.
DIFFUSION OF GASES THROUGH
VKkIOUS SILICONE RUBBERS
r_
f
^
q
s
1
In the previous annual report 	 and C9FC	 document X-711-
75 -221 !o	 permeation coefficient measurements were reported for
several potting compounds. The equations presented were stated
	 to.
be approximate solutions to the diffusion equatioag and 	 were appli.-.
1
cable for the steady state oasge, i n the long-time	 situations for
the geometry of thin permeation wall and large void. The experimen-
tal permeation chambers wore built aocordingly with about 0.2 om
thiyk . wall and cavity of volume 32 cm3. Th^	 permeation constants
obtained this way are held: to be	 correct.
The above-stated conditions for the approximate egim-tionw
to hold really means that the parameter Eii which is sacs ratio of the
°r amount of penetrating gas in the wall	 to that in the cavity volume
V be ssmaix. The ratio H can be Yrritten as M/V j
 Vrher s .A is the
crows-seotion area and
	
1 is Via thickness of tha wa 11; anf.	 C/Cg s
w
whore. C and Cg denote the ooncont-tra`ion of penetrant in the wall
and the volime V reopeotively when the two phases are in equi.libri.um&
At	 one atmosphere of pressure tha.s0s the same afs alubi lity S in
units of osn3( STP)
 cm 	 atmospheres. ( X - S T P./% fsub--s meaning STP )
Unfortunatelyt when the approximr,,Ae eguatione-f especially
(7) and (S) in the aformenti.onodt X-document are 	 used to make cad.--
cttlatione for thick walleds small. - void ca.soet such as a bubble deep
in a potting oompound, then they do not Izold a.ud give vwong prodiati.ons ,
of tite i.ntorvals for diffusion, The exa:ot equations are infinites,
aeries and are difficult to put iii usablo form. 	 A. rt cent ( 1975)
ertiole on "Transient Diffusion, Through a Iiombra-ne Sopara-ting 'FiritoF
and S s iinfiniLo Vvlumcss" `` 	 by J.A. Barrier Ii.G. Spe„oers and its aui.g
was fotwd.-)arid the	 salient portion of that article is .gore with lire.-.
.	 _;
^^
_.	 .
E^
4A
I I
centration of penetrant C i in the wall Whilst v is an O=mple of a
corresponding non-u
.
niferm initial conegkntration..In what follows
P" with x - j j** 9 #jV denotes the pressure of penetrant in t1te volume
of the void..
(T) The Wan in initially free of penstrantl the initial pressure in V
.in POoand a. constant zero. p	 aiweasure is	 idaixa.d. on the other side.
of the membrane so that C• Co' M 0; CO 0 and from equation (4)
00	 OXg
C 20.
This result in alao .obtained . by tranuformation.of the correg%pondjav
solution. for heat flow in a slabe LValuating 0 at z-1 and defining the
Heary l e law solubility an C-0/pp one obtainer far the pressure of pene-
trant in the void volume
..
(III)The wall is equilibrated with penetrant as in (II).; the pressure
on the surface x - 0 is maintained constant whist that in the void
is reduced to zero initially so that 0i• C./ 0; Ca- 0 and the pressure
pill in the void is given by
00
	
1 .. VIII a S A  exP(-DQn2 t/12 )	 {ZI )
p	 m•f
a
Thus the function (l-plsjpc) decays with tine at exactly the game
rate as the Nnotion p l /pa.
(IV)The wall is initially free of penetrant; the initial pressure in
the void is zero and a constant presssuro is maintained on the surface
x -0, so that Ci=0o=0; Qa/ 0 and
- 
N	 z	 A;l exp{-DQ»-L-/l2 )	 (12)
Pc
	
rn -- I
and the funeti on(1 - pNlpo ) decays at the same rate as PT1/p0.
Evations (?)eOW11) R and (12) may be rep7rosented by the sinf;Io
equation
	
a^
fX(p)	 esp(^? t/12 )	 (13)
where
	
M ^I
t'X(p) = pXf po for cases X Y and II
and
fX(p) = ( 1 - p1'/pe) for cases X = III and IV
Also
AI a AIII and All = AIV
Por largo t tho first term of the summation domina,tes t and f"(p) decays
'	 exponentially with time so that
In F(A = 1nAI -- D z t/I	 (14)
1hirther if 11 is : -afficion ly small t tan Q1 NQl  Q21 N J1 zand equ Ition
(14) becOLIC S
'	 In [fX(p)] N In A^ -Di rt/12	(15)
"	 F 6
G
	
Ii	 IVt 
I	
where Al = Al 	a 2	 and Al = Al 	(i +H	 ( }	 {.}
2+H
	 2+ H
Remember ^there H is small,.	 :a
(V) Fivally t a special cane is considered of a non-uniform initial
concentration C  in the wall at t - 0;
Ci .. X/1 CO ; CO v 0 .
This means a linear concentration gradient is established in the wall
at ts0 . By the Laplace transformation one gots that
Od
C = 2Co 	H2 sin{Qnx^l} escp (-Den t^1.2)
	
(3-7)
M ^
(11 2A2 .)	 "'n.Qn
and
-2- -2 AV exp(-D% i t/12 }	 (I$)11	 7
P, MC1
where
^ ^	 2 san2AY1X20An ( 
H	 2	 2	
(l9)
7s	 {	 co^;pir_ X11 ) Qn
.^	 yorn	 large c	 n	 t	 r	 n•the	 r^	 r	 W	 r •^	 -rt	  firrt t_ ni dominates giv nE - s bcroa wim ple oy ; oi..ati ^ l
der,zy. Since from egwAion No Qje H ► •thr;n in cciaral A	 Al	 an't will
be clo3a to unity
Iane
If one, in addition	 looks at the	 sitw%tion for small II in this case,
gets as previouBly	 tan'Q ~ Ql	 QI	 ^aH•
ITo:,t if ore substitutos this in equation (18) one gets the approximate A
Irelation that
-	
y	
-
exp (-DIit/12 }
' pa A
ru 110	 H this leads to
..pV cxp ( ,-Mat/IV)	 , Dut	 R-D is the perntability	 P
p o
1 V
. This is esNcrtial^
	
e.	 at' o
.. 
A t/ 1.V)
 
	 Y	 gu-- ^ n
1 P
I
I ^^
1.
on page 21 in the previously reported theory tin units of
om30 CM which only holds for long time, thin wall,
cm2 . sec . 1 atmosphere
and large void. The general theory thus reduces to the simplified
situation previously given. This may, however, not be used for the
general case, especially when calculations are to be made of the
length of time of diffusion and permeation through a thick wall.
One must use the moze general equations presented in this
report, for thick wall calculations. These require a separate knowledge
of solubility S ( or S) and diffusion constant D, rather than their
product P • The diffusion constant D is usually measured on thin-walled
specimens by the TIC-LAC, method as explained herewith:
In the early stages of the experiments, the decay of the function
fx(p) is not a simple exponential, and terms with n ?,2 contribute to
the summation in equation(13). A time- slag, ex, may be defined as the
time necessary to establish simple exponential decay with only one term
in the series of importance. Equation (14) may then be rewritten as
In [fx ()^^ -DQi (t -6)	 (20)12^
'	 where the time-lag is
8=	 1 In Al	 (21)
D 41
'r cases I and III as	 approachesFor 	 zero
'	 lim 0x a - 12	 (23)
3D
For cases II and IV, as Q1 approaches zero
lim 8x	 12	 (25)
f D
!3
The dependence of ( In Z_)/Q.is not very strong, and the limiting
'expressions may be used, giving an error of less than l% for Ql a 0.2
'	 Onco D his been . measured by tine--lag, and _P from the steady state flow,
then the solubility S is determined as P b .
^^q
tj
c
I
I
b) A Sample Calculation: how much time is required for pressure in
a void to drop from atmospheric to 1 micron, and from atmospheric to
17 torn, due to diffusion outward Into the vacuum of Space, thru a
thick wall of Dow Corning 96-220.
At the time when the calculation was requested only Permeation
data was available from previous measurements on Sylgard 1.85 and 184.
No information was available on diffusion constant D or solubility S.
Step 1: Attempts to arrive at a reasonable guess of D and S.
(1) Telephone conversation June 25, 1976 with Dow-Corning's Dave Croffas.
Permeation data P for Sylgard types of silicone rubbers at 75OF
GAS	 P in cm ..cm
2
cm . sec . cm Hg
N2 ,	 31 x 107-9
02	61 x 10-9
CO2	 43 x 10-9
H2O vapor	 1 x 10-5 gm._cm
cm2.hour.atm
II20 vapor
3 x 10
-3
 m.cm
m2 .24 hour.mnat.g
My own data for Sylgard 185
Air	 43 x 10-9 cm3.cm
em2 . sec. cm
 fig
(2) Telephone conversation June 29, 1976 with CE-Waterford-NY with
Warren Lampe (518-237-3300).
Filled RTV 566 Silicone rub—r	 D for 0 2 , N2 = 15 x 10-6cm2/sec.
The specific gravity of this compound	 - 1.5
The specific gravity of the pure polymer	 - 1.0
The specific gravity of the filler system
	 = 4.2
This RTW is filled to 20% by weight.
So approximately it is filled 5% by volume.
l as
9Hg.•,^.	 . - 9
(3)	 T. Crank and G. S. Park in Diffusion. in Polymers by Academic Press,,
1975, p 50, gives for Silicone rubber, filled
r	 t oA for 02 at 25 C -G17 x 10 cm2/sec
€`	 t D for N2 at 250C 13 x 10-6 cm2/sec
Filler by weight = 10%
Specific gravity of filler	 = 2.2
Specific gravity of polymer	 = 1.0
Filler by volume therefore is approximately =	 4%
(4) Therefore it was decided from items (2) and (3) to use for the
i diffusion constant in this calculation thru Dow Corniag's 96-220
D -	 15 x 10:-6 cm2/sec
P =	 43 x 76 x 10-9 cm2/sec.atm	 -	 3.3 x 10-6 cm2/sec.atm
S -	 P/D	 =	 0.22 cm3(.STP)
cm3.atm
S tep
. _ Z
(1)	 As discussed in the Theory section,	 the first task is to calculate H.
H = KA1./V = KA1/Ah	 (See, R3. i0^
j where .K = STP /T.	 Here psand Ts are standard pressure and temperature.
s	 s
To the degree of accuracy of this calculation
	
T =Ts at 250C.
Hence	 K = 0.22
	
I
	
1.3°	 or irall thicknese
H	 0.22 x 1.3	 -	 29.	 h . 0.010" or void depth
0.010
	 See ag. 40
This is a very, very large H.	 In other words, the supply of dissolved
air in. the wall of potting compound is much greater than in the thin
f sliver of delamination gap.
F
{2}	 Solve for the Q's from
F	 ' Qn ta.n Q 	 = H
to get the non-zero, positive roots.	 This isthe set of firr`° quadrant,
third quadrant solutions. 	 These are easiest obtained from a graph or
front a Table as given here:
f31
\! ^	 TABLE. .
To aid in Obtaining Solutions for Q 2	 2tan Q	 = # <\}!	 ^
R
§ Int q adr.° 3z# quadi.
}	 <
[\	 .	 . ^ qi Q ^^ jr n Q .	 Q1t £ Q Q2 tan Q2 J
k
.	 .1 .	 .	 .3-Z	 . ,1	 . .01
^	 ^
.	 .
`
,2 3-34 ..	 .2 .	 ,04 }	 \
.3	 . 3.44 ,31 .093 \
.4	 . 3.54 .42 .16 )
.§ 3.6 .54 .27
.
\ ^ \	 \
.	 .
^	 ,k	 ^. ^	 3.74	 ^^ .E9^ ^	 ^	 ^.41w }
.7 3.84 .84 .59 . }\]
304 X82	 . \.B 1.0
:9 4.04 1.26 1.13 .
.1.0 . 	 .4,1. ..56
..
1.56 \\
} 1.1 4.24 1.96 2.16
j
}	 )
1.2 4.34 2.58 3.1
\
^ \ \l.] 4.44 3,6 4.68
1.4 4.54 5.9 8.26	 ` 26.5
\-
1.45 4,59	 \ 8.34 12.1 °18.3
\ \. »<	 :
1.5 4.64 14.3 21.4  3 \
.	 .	 1,55 4,69 49.1y 76.1 \ j\ y
.	 .. .	 1..56 4.70 85.9
`
134. \ j
.	 .
1.568	 \ \ \	 4.708
.
344. 539,
..	 ^	 .^ ^
1.57 . co 00
.	 .	
.	
. .	 y.
4.71
i
I
I
i '
I
T
I
t
i
t
i	 r
,xrn®.w.^e..:^m•^axwxwre'4: ".f!ser^.+b+°,.-SVC°'^" Sd'-a5'^:^P1752. -_	 ',$^G'^a«'^^.°,{'+^+^
Since in this case H = 29, the interpolation gives Q 1 = 1.51
andQ2 = 4.54 . Higher Q's gave terms that are negligible for any
appreciable length of time because of tt .- negative exponential
character of the series solution for the pressure in the void, and
are not needed therefore.
(3) One has the case here where the wall is saturated at atmospheric
pressure to begin with. Then the pressure is reduced to zero at the
outer surface due to exposure to the vacuum of Space. According to
the Theory section this is an example of case II.
_	 00
_	 A^-exp (-DQn
 t/C )
	
(9)
Po	 n'i
where Ali —	 2'(H2+Q2) sinQn
{10}
(H + X12+QZ) Qn
For large t, because of the exponential nature of equation (9),
the Q 1 dominates. For large H, as here, the simplified.
All = 2 x 843 x sin Q
n	 n
874
Qn
So	 Ai I = 2 x 843 x 1	 = 1.28
874 x 1.52
All = 2 x (-1)	 - -0.44
4.54
Therefore, using only the first term of the series in equation (9)
one gets
2.3 log(plI) = 2.3 lag A l
 - DQ1 t/1 2	(20)
.(Po)
2.3 log 10- 3 torr = 2.3 log. 1.28	 15x10-6-.\(1.52) 2 t
750 torr	 (3.3) 2
This gives	 t ° 4.3 x 106 seconds = 50 days-+- a 0l
' CJ^.t I
1	 W,
!34
°i'?'•^*'=?^>'^i-»ran x.:.._._,^_. ^_.^^,.^. ..._- 	 ^ar: .g-erx:=aas:arrs^rc_	 - --...^.r—.	 -:." :-.r ..-	 --»•	 . ., _ _	 _..	 _..	 -	 ..A. , .	 q .
Since the Silicone rubber in the pow Corning 69-220 is heavily
filled, to about 24% of the volume, then the diffusion constant might
be expected to be lower by the same percentage, hence the length of
time would be 24 % longer or about 63 days altogether ) * 2	 tuiv,
The Paschen curve calibration of the vidicon tube base, to be
discussed later, showed that with 900 volts on adjacent naked metal
pins, breakdown would first be expected at 17 torn of pressure. So
one can ask how long for breakdown to occur if pII is to be 17 torr
down from p  of 760 torr at the start. This makes the left-hand term
in equation (20) equal to 2.3 log 17 - - 3.8. This would yield
760
t = 1.3 x 106 seconds - 15 days .- ° , Q
	
4
or for 24% filled material by volume would give 19 days.
+ a. daAp
tV4 Ia^
c.) Measurement of Diffusion Coefficients on Silicone Rubbers.
As mentioned earlier, it is necessary to measure the diffusion
constant D, in addition to the permeation constant P. This is
easiest carried out by the Time-Lag approach, discussed in the Theory
section. One chooses to do the experimental work on thin-walled,
large-void samples, so that the salient Material Constants can be
extracted from the data by the simplest approximation to the exact
solution of the Diffusion equation. To this end, cylinders of the
various silicone rubbers were cast with thin wall, large void, using
the same mold as in the previous report. This time a Veeco DV4M
thermocouple tube was sealed in the top of each unit rather than a
high voltage spark gasp. Intern.-I_ pressures could be smoothly followed
with this tube to about- 15 torr. See Figure 3 .
The cylinder in question was evacuated inside, the glass tube
sealed off, and then it was immediately placed in a vacuum system
at 10-3 tore and left there be7_ween 3 to 4 weeks. During this time
it was hoped that the thin walls would be essentially emptied of
dissolved air. The unit was then removed from the vacuum system and
the thermocouple tube plugged in as rapidly 2s possible (Time to do
this operation was about minute). Indeed, a definite time--lag was
observed. The pressure gage remained absolutely constant, almost as
though inoporative, for about 10 minutes fol' these silicone rubber
cylinders, before indicating; an increase of pressure as air finally
reached the inside wall and permeated through.
Graphs were plotted of cavity pressure versus time, as shown in
Figures Sol to %M? . This is plotted on linear p.-lpor rather than som 1p^;
becauso it has been suggl esLed that -ift.er 2.5-3 r h,-Q('s tali' tixic--1at,. , Hiat_
i37
,rr
4	 ^a
i
t
,3 ^	 Reg-3J ^^
k7 Ali
steady state flow conditions are achieved to a good approximation 	 f
for thin walls. In fact, the time region of approximate steady flow
2	 2
extends between t= 1 /2D and t= 3 1
40 H D according to an article by
l(.x
Jenkins, Belson and Spirer. Thus, the time-lag is obtained from
the intersection of the horizontal constant pressure line with the
a
rising linear portion of the graph of pressure versus time. 	 y
The diffusion constant is then calculated from B x = 12/6D.
The permeation constant is calculated from the rising linear portion
by the following Further approximation:
From equation (.20)	 fx(p) = e DQ2(t-g)/12
The experimental procedure fits with case IV of the Theory.
Hence	 fx(p) = 1 - px/pc
-DQ 2 ( t-'A) / 12
Thus	 1 - px /PC = e 1
For large t ( but short enough for the p  in the cavity to still remain
negligible compared to the outside pressure) the exponential tern: can
be approximated by the first two terms in its series expansion
Thus	 1 - px/pc = 1 - DQ2 (t -6)	 + ....
12
a
Therefore	
px/pc _ DQ1 (t-0)
12
For small H( -thin wall, large void) , Q2 = 11 and It = STpGAl
T VS
Hence	 P /p = DSTp	 A1(t-0)
x c	 s
T V 12
s
But	 D.S = P
157
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Name of silicone
rubber Dow Corning)
Sylgard 185(in 1974
S 1 rd 184(i 1974}j ga	 -
Sylgard 184(in 1916)
93-500 (1976)
69-220 (1976)
Table 3r
silicone rubbers
Measured P in
cm3 cm
cm2 sec.cm Hg
43 x 10-9
30 x 10-g
26 x 10-g
36 x 10-9
48 x 10-9
44 x 10-9
Measuremi
P in
CM2
sec. atm
it
20 x 10-7
27 x 10-7
36 x 10-7
33 x 10-7
I
I
I
Therefore	 VA.T
	
s	 p
x
A.T.ps.p c (t-9)
Butp and p are each 76 cm Hg or atmospheric pressure, and insteads	 C
of P /(t
	 one can use the slope of the linearly rising graph	 p/,&t
x
Therefore	 P	 V.J.A.p.273
A	 At.300	 p x 76
c
cm Hg
This is equation (6) of the previous report and is used againto
calculate permeation constants here. Table	 gives a summary of results.
:nt results at 270C
D S
2 3
cm /sec -cm
3
cm. atm
13 x 10-6 0.16
14 x 10-6 0.19
11 x 10-6 0.313
9.5 x 10-6 0.35
Information from other
sources
From Dow Corning
Sylgard "types", 750C
	
31 x 10-9,N2
61 x 10-9,02
From Ce, Waterford
RTV 566	 15 x 10-6
for 02' H2
From Crank & Park,
Diffusion in Polymers
Silicone Rubber,
	
13 x 10-6
2
-6,Dow Corning	 x 10 0
149,
One can now recalculate the time for pressure to get down to 17 torr
from atmospheric pressure as done in part b) earlier. 	 One can now use the
measured Material Constants for the Dow Corning 69-220 rather than the assumed
constants.
	 The solubility being 0.35 instead 0 . 22 does not influence the re-
it sults because of the insensitivity of the diffusion equation solution to
variations in H for very large H.
	 The fact that the D is	 9.5 x 10'6
instead of 15 x 10-6
	does cause a changed result, namely time t
t = 2,0 x 106 seconds	 =	 24 days.
k One should also check by numerical calculation that the higher terms in
the series solution are indeed negligible for long times
	 t.	 To this end, one
can compute the first and second terms in
p11	
=	
An exp (-DQnt/12)
p	 hi,
D
Assume t as already found, namely t = 2x10 6 seconds
Term ##1:
z Q
1 =
	 1.52
Al
 =	 2
1.52	 =	 1.28
x,
Al exp (	 )	 =	 1.28 exp( -9.5x10-6
3.32
1.28 exp(-4.5)
Term d#2:	 Q	 - 4.54
tA2 -	 -2	 - -0.44
4.54
A exp(	 )	 _	 -0.44 exp( -9.5x10-6x20.^2x10 6)2
3.32
—	 -0.44 cxp (-	 40)
' This is certainly negligible compared to the first term ,',`l.
The insensitivity of the diffusion equation solution to variations in
H for very large H is somewhat disturbing form the physical point of view,
and is being looked into further.
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d.1 Insulation.Probl.em on Landsat-C vidicon: tube.
. The problem is best illustrated by Figure 40 .	 The 16-pin
vidicon tube base is seen to be potted in Dow Corning silicone rubber
69-220, to a thickness of 1.3 inches.	 There was delamination across
the glass bottom of the vidicon
	 tube.	 The X-rays showing this delami-
nation varied somewhat from tube to tube. 	 Also, the void became thicker
when the temperature was warm (about 50oC), and it disappeared when the
tube was exposed to the cold (about -30 0 C).	 The X-rays were not clear
enough to show whether the thin delamination followed all the way up each
small glass mound surrounding each metal pin at the tube base, or whether
it was restricted to the flat portion of the tube base.
w
3 i,
The approach to the Problem was multifaceted as outlined in
Table	 According to items A.), B.), C.) in this Table the actual
flight-quality tubes had their pottings vented with a suitable nylon
e?
drill by GSFC personnel and RCA.. 	 As concerns the author of this report
the following was investigated according to items D.) and E.) in this
' Table.
First, Paschen curves of pressure versus breakdown voltage were
' betweenobtained on a vidicon tube base, one with voltage applied
neighboring pins, 0.185" apart, and then between diametrically opposite
Pins, 0.97" apart.	 A 900 volt horizontal line intersects the former
Curve at 17 torr and a 2700 volt line intersects at 37 torr. 	 Since these
voltages are actual flight voltages applied to these pins, then the
' breakdown	 first becorresponding pressures are those at which	 should
	
ob-
served as air diffuses out of the void.	 Flow to calculate the time length
for this to happen has already 	 een shown earlier.Y
TABLES
LANDSAT MEETING. 11 a.m. July 16, 1976, Lou Wilson's Office
GSFC, Code. 430.
A..) Establish size, geometry, number and vent location (RCA concurrence
required) for each of tubes 30, 31, 17.
B.) Qualify (Test Housings) vent manufacturing procedure (RCA Concurrence
required).
C.) Qualify (Test. Housings) for design modifications A.) and B.), in-
eluding outgassing measurement; by either electrical discharge or
breakdown measurement. Outgassing versus vacuum pump time measure-
ment.
	 w o v v
D.) XD 5246 (Experimental Vidicon Tube) w 
v v
Diffusion and Partial Discharge. Also S 19923. (Note: Since X-rays
have already shown that the void extends all the way across the base
of the XD 5246, then this will also have to be measured by total
breakdown, rather than partial discharge. Partial discharge is suit-
able for voids and cracks in potting when these extend PARTIALLY,
FART OF TILE WAY between the electrodes. ALL THE WAY discharges from
electrode to electrode is damaging to the F'ET input preamplifier,
on the partial discharge equipment.)
E.) Simulation void (catastrophic breakdotan) study on two GSFC manu-
factured housings (samples)..
F.) Electric Field measurement on RCA experimental Vidicon gun sample.
G.) Potting improvement in experimental S 19923 and potting sleeve
1978793-1.
H.) Review with RCA/Camden their latest potting effort.
y
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Second: An actual Landsat-C vidicon tube, #XD 5246, without•vent.^
was mounted in a Vac-Ion vacuum chamber at pressures lower than 10 7
torr, and high voltage was continuously applied. A microammeter sensi-
tive to one microampere was included in the ground line of the circuit to 	 t'
monitor for evidence of catastrophic breakdown. This was carried on for
many weeks and no evidence of catastrophic breakdown was ever observed.`
The three sequences of the experiment were as follows:..]
a) Voltages were applied continuously so as to have 800 volts between
pins-11 and 10 and 900 volts between pins 11 and 12. See Figure tfZ
This was Left continuously applied with the tube in high vacuum for
93 days. b) Without breaking vacuum the connections to the tube were
revised to closer simulate the actual connections in flight;- pin 10
was grounded., pin 11 was at 900 volts with respect to it and pin 12 was
at 1700 volts with respect to it. This was maintained for 7 additional
days. c) The tube was continued in vacuum with no voltages applied, for
3 more months. Then the voltages were reconnected.
As stated earlier no evidence of catastrophic breakdown was ever
observed.
it would have been informative to have raised the voltages on the
pins above L-he flight-simulation values until breakdown occurred., but
this was not approved by the project monitor of Landsat--C at the time.
Third, according to portion. E.) of the test plan, four cylindrical
lugs of potting material with simulated thin voids, were manufactured
in a Pl astics shop, as illustrated in cross-section its Figures 35 .
One was made of Sylgard 184, naked pins exposed to the void, and three
were made of DC 69--220. Two of these had 'naked pins exposed to the void.;
one had the pins coated with potting compound.
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.:	 These slugs were manufactured in three stages, namely two pouring
and one cementing together:
1) Pour one half with about a 20 mil depression at bottom, electrodes
spaced d cm apart (0,18") and well primed. The electrodes were actual
nearest pins from the base of a vidicon tube and supplied by RCA.
2.) Pour the other half. Inspect the metal ins carefully>.:
	
	P 	 P	 Y to make
sure that the metal pins are either naked where they protrude into the
depression or coated completely where so intended.
z:
3.)	 Cement the two halves together with more of the same potting compound,
being sure that the cement does not squeeze into and fill up the void.
x" The rill R is really a ring that has purposefully been cast into the two
halves to.make a longer "squeezing" path for excess cement.
	 In case the
area around the rill does not completely fill up, it does not matter- one
then simply has a larger diameter void in a weak part of the electric
field.	 The dimensions simulate the vidicon tube problem- that is, 1.3"
diffusion path thru the encapsulant, and a 0.010" to 0.020" high void.
These samples were alternately placed in vacuum for a long time, tested
for catastrophic breakdown, and then placed at atmospheric pressure for a
long time and tested again-- back and forth. 	 Table summarizes the results
of these measurements.
i
t
t
1 IY0
Y
j{^Table 
'D
Breakdown Voltages after exposure to 	 Vacuum and to Atmospheric
Pressure
Unit #	 Material After exposure to Breakdown Voltage
1 DC 69-220 Vacuum # 22 days 2000 volts
Naked	 Pins Nov. 2-Nov 24076
2 DC	 69-220 "	 " 2000 volts
Naked Pins
3 DC 69-220 "	 " not tested
Encapsulated
` Pins
4 aylgard	 184 "	 " not tested .a
1 More	 Vacuum # 58 days more	 1300 Volts
8
9
Nov. 24 # 76-Jan 27#77
2 "	 " 1500 volts
tiM
3 "	 " tested up to 9000 volts,
no breakdown
t	 '° 4 25000 volts
f
1 Atmospheric Press . # 75 days #	8500 volts
Jan 27-- April 13
2 7000 volts
3 tested up to 10 1 000 v#
no	 Breakdown
4 X500 volts
1 More Atmospheric # 33 da.yo more	 7400 volts
Apr. 13-Nay16
F. 2 6250 volts
3 tested up to 20,000 volts
4
no Dre, cdovin
6000 vol is
Ma
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There is definite evidence of diffusion into and out of the void, as
the breakdown voltage is lowered markedly after vacuum exposure and raised
again after atmospheric pressure and lowered again after repeated vacuum
exposure. The lowering is not as much, however, as predicted by the
theoretical calculations.
.i„
There is no catastrophic breakdown in the unit #3 which has the pins
coated with potting material rather than naked metal exposed to the void.
One can now speculate why there was no breakdown between the pins in
z
the base of v6.d.icon tube #XD 5246:
1) Perhaps the del.amination did not extend or climb up the glass hills
from which each metal pin protruded; in other words, naked metal was not
w	 exposed to the void. One should then not expect catastrophic breakdown.
One should be able to detect partial discharge, and this will be one of
M.1
the measurements in the near future.
2) The diffusion constant for Silicone rubber might not be a constant,
but might be less for thick than for thin sections for which it was
measured, and which was used in the calculations.
3) There might always be enough outgassing front the thick wails into the
tiny cavity so as to maintain the pressure at values that call for higher
applied voltages to cause breakdown than were felt to be safe to apply
to the vidicon tube at the time of the testing and not damage its inner
x	 electrodes. If caution is allowed to be thrown to the winds, then it. will
be an easy task to check on this hypothesis.
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